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research workers of today, fon-e the basis for the 
developmental work presented in this thesis.
’"hen some part of the normal bodily
function o* the whole bodv and its 
cosretic appearance'
At all times Dr fircscn's ideals were borne in mind : 
an endeavor to develop a -yo-elecfcrically controlled 
hand prosthesis for mid-forearm amputees.
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In May and June of 1966, the author was sent to England
and Europe to visit the :■ ajcr prosthetic research centrec
to gain first hand knowledge of procress in the field of
prosthesis control, particularly of ryo-electric control,
applied to prostheses desicrcti for -ic-foreanr amputees.
^hree types of ryo-electric hand prostheaas were seen 
abroad. They v/ere:-
a) The Pussier. Type "hich -as the first ever 
ryo-electric prosthesis developed,
b) the. Italian type, which is very similar in 
its cortrc.l system to the Russian system, 
and,
c) the Bottcmley nyo-electric hand prosthesis, 
which utilises the ^ost sophisticated type
of control yet developed for hand prostheses.
*'uch time was spent with the technicians, engineers and 
clinicians involved with the development and fittino of 
the various types of myo-electric prostheses and ruch was 
learned from then. On returning to Couth Africa, the 
author telt that he now could draw on his newly gained 
knowledge and experience to develop a tvFe of prosthesis 
which would, as far as practicable, embody the rest 
salient features of the typos of prosthesae seen.
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CHAPTER 1
1.1 Staterrent of the Problems.
A prosthesis system for 'id-foreerr a-putees, over which 
the arputee has contrcl of t .e speed o r operation of the 
terminal device and its force output, was the rain air 
of this project. The control was to be effected by 
utilising the regaining muscles in the arputation stump. 
The "-yo-potential occurring in the control muscles when 
they are volitionally contracted was to supply the actual 
control sional. The ultimate conclusion of the project 
was to result in the development of a practical myo­
electric hand prosthesis which could be produced locally 
for the rid-fcrearr ^nutee.
The following criterca were to be borne in rind in the 
system development
1.1.1 The system developed must be functionally and 
cosmetically acceptable to the patient. The terminal 
device was to have a orit strong enough to enable the 
wearer to obtain sufficient wcrk output from, the hand.
The prosthesis had to look like a normal hand, and the 
noise level of the prosthesis ~otor and the associated 
gearing mechanises, should be Kept to a minimum.
1.1.2 The patient ^ust be able to afford to pay for
the hand prosthesis. '"hat is, the- prosthesis and its
control system should be chic to be manufactured at a 
realistic price. This was to be accomplished by
economic circuit u«*3icn and the use of economy
components. In no way however, should the function or 
the reliability the system be ircnired by using 
inferior components.
1.1.3 The patient should at all tires be able to set 
up the electronic system with <a mii.imu™ of bothor, and 
should be able to make slight adjustments to the
2sensitivity of the system if this should become 
necessary. It must be possible to make all required 
adjustments without the aid of qualified technicians.
1.1.4 The maintenance r iruired for the prosthe sis must 
be kept to a r jnirur, and intervals between servicing of 
the system should be as lon^ possible, say, six or 
nine months at a stretch. Day-to-day running costs rust 
also be kept lew.
1.1.5 The size and bulk of the electronic pack and the 
batteries required to power both the prehension rotor and 
the control system, must be kept to a minimum. Where 
possible,the electronic system was to be designed to fit 
into the prosthesis socket.
1.2 ^yo-electric Control of Towered Hand Ortheses.
At the Orthopaedic Department of the !*.r. Verwoerd
Hospital where developments relating to section 1.1 were 
carried cut, 14 - 16 qurdrHolcric patients, i.e. patients 
who are paralysed in fcrth uoper and lower extremities,
arc admitted per year. It was felt that any study into
r.yo-eloctric control should include an investigation into 
the possibility of usinc myo-clcct.ic control for nand 
splints for th_se cuadruplegic ati^nts. The 
handsnlint could be controlled by utilisino any 
remaining muscle in the arms or shoulders of the patients.
After preliminary investigations, it was decided that myo­
electric control could indeed benifit the guadruplegic 
patient as far as control of powered orthesos are 
concerned. (7n o*thesis is an apolianco made to aid an 
existing, but malfunctioning body part, whereas a 
prosthesis replaces a missing body part.) A number of 
control systems vero developed and are presented in 
Chapter 6 . ft the outset, it is stressed that the 
systems presented are but first attempts at the myo­
electric control of powered orthases and that there are
3s. groat number of problems, both technical and 
psychological, which must be overcome before the systems 
can be considered to bo perfect.
It is felt however, that nyo-electric control has an 
important role to play in crthcr. s control, perhaps an 
even more important role tin n in the control of. powered 
prostheses. This point of view is encouraged by 
American Space rest, arch workers viewing ryo-clcctric 
control of powered arm and hand sp1ints as a possible 
method of overcoming astronaut iirmcbilisation due to the 
excessive gravitational forces experienced during space 
acceleration or deceleration.
CHAT-jfR 2
4
ACTIVE FROSTFESES.
2.0 Brief Historical Eackqrcund.
Amputations rcsultir.c "--inly fror injuries sustained 
through w^r have boon practiced for hundreds rf years. 
Soldiers needed amputations tn remove shattered limbs to 
prevent canarenc and cop,.is. The use oF prostheses, 
designed to take the. niece of these lost limbs, are 
consequently as old es amputation surgery itflcJ.f,
The large number of amputations carried cut in World War I,
111.000 patients alen^ were treated at the Limb Fitting 
Centre in Rochemrtcn, L<ndon), resulted in the development 
cf new types of artificial limbs and in the improvement
of limb fitting techniques!^ Particular attention at that 
time was paid to the design of artificial legs, and it was 
only towards the end of World War II, that prosthetists 
(lim.L-fitters) becrnn developing adequate artificial hands.
In todays highly mechanised s'ciety, amputations annually 
are cn the increase despite stringent industrial safety 
requirements. Further impetus to the study cf 
prosthetics vac given by the unf' rtunote occurrence of the 
thalidomide children. vcdcrn technological advances are 
employed in attempts to desicn newer and more functional 
artificial limbs.
Hand prostheses that are functional, i.e. hfve articulated 
thumb or fingers, arc termed "active prosthesis' while 
prcsthvjes that fulfil merely cosmetic purposes are termed 
'passive prostheses1.
2.1 Basic Rccuirem nts cf a rrcsthosis.
When providing an amputee with a prosthesis a number of 
points must be considers to ensure return to the patient
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of as much function of the missing b->dy part/s as 
possible. The patient should be able to learn how to 
use his new limb quickly, and with a minimum of 
restriction of natural movement patterns. The prosthesis 
should at no time become » burden and/or a physical
hindrance, and it should cause a minimum of discomfort
physically and psychologically. ; hand prosthesis should 
oe functional in all oositionr of the arm. For example, 
the amputee should be able to operate the prosthesis with 
the ellow fully extended equally as well as with the elbow
fully flexed; he should be able too, to control the
prosthesis with hie ?rm behind, his back. It is extremely 
important for the amputee to have complete control over 
the prosthesis as far as its positioning, speed of 
operation, and force exerted by it, are concerned.
2 *2 Upper Extremity ^rostheses.
The three types of upper limb prostheses in present use 
are s -
1) Mechanically operated - using body movement for 
operation and control.
2) Pneumatically controlled and powered - using 
compressed CO., gas as the motivating power.
3) Flectronic?!ly controlled - electrically powered, 
using stored battery power.
2.2.1 "cchenical Prostheses.
In the case of mechanical nroathos. s(,2\he hand or other 
terminal device, such an a split-hook, ie attached to a 
socket, which is fitted ov^r the stamp of the amputee.
A snap-catch incorporated in the socket permits 
interchanging of terminal devices, hand or split-hook, 
to suit the cosmetic or functional requirements of the 
wearer. This mechanism, also permits passive rotation
of the terminal device and hence, it iray be fixed in any 
desired radial position. In the case of the hand 
prosthesis, the thu^b, and the index and riddle finqors 
are usually articulated at their b^se, and, in the rest 
position, .are in a at te o* oppcnence. Vhun wishing to 
open the hand, the wearer rust ux rt a pull on a cable.
The distance throuqb which the cr.Me travels determines 
how far the hand opens. The socket is held in pla^e bv 
means of a harness which passes across the shoulders cf 
the amputee, and is looped round the contralateral axilla, 
(fig. 2 .1 .).
Figure 2.1. Harness Associated with the 
Mechanical type Prosthesis.
A fixation point on the harness is provided for mounting 
a cord, which is connected to the cable controlling the 
hand operation. A movement, ruch as rounding the 
shoulders, causes the cord tr retract frro the terminal 
device thus opening it. rn relaxing, a spring-return 
housed in the terminal device causes it to close.
Because of the large muscle groups in the shoulders, 
quite considerable force (up to 151bs.) is available and
is transmitted to the prosthesis
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2.2.2 Pneumatic Frcstheses.
Pneumatically operated prosthcsee - 2 ' ' have reached a 
high decree of dcvclopr .nt. 'T’hv g-'.r used for powering 
the motor, usually a piston ?nd cylinder tyne, is almost 
invariably carbon dioxide storati in containers at 
pressures at about 7 501bs./sn. inch. 7 reduction valve 
on the gas container permits a workinc pressure of 
approximately 801bs./so. inch. miniature valves are 
used to direct the gas flow. These valves ray be 
operated in a number of ways. A harness similar to that 
described in 2.2.1 ray be used. The valve forms part of 
the harness, and varying degrees of rounding the shoulders 
cause the valve to allow gas to flow to the motor to 
exhaust the gas, or to restrict gas flow in either 
direction to maintain a fixed prosthesis position.
Firilar valves may be operated by actual movement of the 
stump, or by muscle bulge occurring through voluntary 
muscle contraction of any suitable and available muscle 
near the site of amputation.
2.2.3 Fl~,ctrcnic fro^thcses.
*"yc-electric controlled, electrically operated prcsthescs 
are just new in the developmental s t a g e . W h e n  
a ~'usclc is contracted voluntarily cr otherwise, it is 
found that there is definite electrical activity in the 
muscle associated with the contraction. iccausa of the 
ccnducting properties of thv biological materials 
surrounding the muscle, r inute electrical ccurrcnts may 
be picked up cn thv skin surface in the immediate 
vicinity of the rctivc muscle. This is known as a myo­
electric signal. When a mid-forearm amputee calls to 
mind his 'phantom hand' and attempts to open it, myo­
electric signals are present in the remaining hand 
extensor muscles. Similarly, when the amputee attempts 
to close his 'hand' myc-electric sicnals are found in
the hand flexors.
In the rcyo-electric prosthesis, the ryo-electric signals 
arc picked up by surface electrodes housed in the socket 
fitting ever the stu^p. They are then amplified, 
rectified and short-ti*'.; integrated and u^ -.-d to control 
hand opening and closing. "h_r iz fairly direct 
proportionality between the my.-electric signal amplitude 
and the tension exerted in the ' uscle. "'hi? factor might
be used in providino a proportional control over the speed 
and force of the pr-sthesis operation. (The first myo­
electric h a n d , ' develop -d in the U.f.S.P. (cf. Chapter 
4.1.) , did not make us_ cf proportionality in itr ccntr- 1 
system and * ourcly 'on-off system, was used. Che hand 
either opened r closed with c nstant speed, and the me tor 
characteristic and capability determined the force 
ex< rted by tne prosthesis. Subsequent and m re 
sophisticated presthcoos have made use of the 
proportionality fact r vcf. Chapters 4,3., 4.4. and 5.). )
2.3. Prosthesis te patient feedback.
2.3.1 Mechanic3! rrsthcscs.
mhe standard T ochanical nrr'st1' *. i? ha^ tw main feedback 
paths. mhc first is visual i lack whore the amputee 
can, in most cases and assur.inr that ht is not blind, see 
how the prosthesis is functioning. He can see the effect 
of the prosthesis cn the object being handled. The 
second feedback path ia a germ: ry one. The extent tc 
which the shoulders or. rounded, for uxample, and hew 
much effort is required to maintain the prosthesis in a 
desired position, is directly related tc the prosthesis 
action. The velocity and force cf the prosthesis is thus 
directly under the amputee * s centre 1, and extremely high 
degrees of accuracy in velocity, positioning and force 
output are attainable. To a lesser degree, feedback is 
also provided by the reaction of the socket against the 
stump of the amputation.
2.3.2 Pneumatic Prcstheses.
With the pneumatic prosthesis, external power is used and 
consequently there can be no simple body sensory feedback 
as that present when direct body power is used (as above). 
Besides the visual *eedhsoV an auditory signal is present. 
This is due to the hissinr sound made by the gas as it 
passes throucrh the valves. Prosthesis operation is 
extremely rapid, and in most cases accurate positioning 
of the hand is impossible usino standard 'open-shut’ or 
•on-off type valves. rercc feedback is also impossible 
with those valves.
Twc newly developed valves however, now permit accurate
/ Q X / g \
positioning and f r e e  feedback. These cre:-
a) a position-serve valve which has a tiny control 
lever, the position rf which is synchronised with 
the degree of extension or flexicn of the hand 
prosthesis, and,
b) a force feedback valve which increases or decreases 
the fcrcc being delivered by the prosthesis as the 
force on the control lover is increased -r decreased.
2.3.3 Electronic rr-sthosis.
Electrically controlled pr stheses permit the most 
versatility as f  r as £' odbeck paths r>re concerned. The 
first my-elcctric and (th; Pvsrion typo) is however, 
extremely limited in this respect due to its simple 
C'-ntr-l system. The my -electric sign "Is merely switch 
the motor on or off. fudit ry and vibrational feedback 
exist and bvt’i types of feedback are provided by the 
mrtor drive. As the mat- r load changes, a change in 
motor pitch may be heard. flight vibrational effects 
are set up as the mot', r and associated gearbox turn.
(Visual feedback is assumed.)
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More advanced -yo-electric syster.s ^ u t i l i s i n g  the 
proportional relationship between the myo-electric signal 
amplitude and the volitional mechanical muscle activity, 
have been developed. The velocity of action of the 
prosthesis has be«..n made proportional to the myo-electric 
signal amplitude. Should the wearer require faster 
action cf the prosthesis, hi merely increases the effort 
in the controlling muscles.
In another control system (Charter 4.3.) force feedback 
has also been orovided. Semi-conductor strain gauges, 
connected in a bridcre type arrangement, are mounted on 
the mechanical linkages ooening and closing the hand, and 
detect the compression and tensile forces in the linkages. 
The o t-cf-balance bridge sirnals brought about by these 
forces are fed back to a comparator which compares it with 
the controlling rryo-clectric signal. If the myo-electric 
signal is the greater, the driver -otor is commanded to 
increase the force it is delivering. If the myo-electric 
signal is less than the strain gauge sional, the rotor will
cause the hand to relax its arip.
Clip sensitive transducers have been incorporated in yet 
another type electronic hand.(10) When an object held by 
the prosthesis begins to slip from its grasp (due perhaps 
to the weight of the object), the slipping is immediately 
detected by th.. transducers and the prehension ^otor is 
commanded to increase its grip until no further slipping 
is detected. Feedback hero, is limited to the electronics 
of the hand and is rot actually fed back to the amputee.
Pressure sensitive devices may bo incorporated in the 
fingcrPtins and pair- of the hand, and the pressure signal
may be usad to modulate some typo o* pinching or vibrating
mechanism(11} attacked to, say, the earlobe or strapped 
around the arm. The greater the pr ssure detected, the 
harder the oar or a m  will bo pinched. Similarly, an 
audible tone may be frequency or amplitude modulated by 
the changing detected pressure. Those possibilities
need further experimental investigation.
-he table below aumnarlees the nature of feedback tracks 
available fro- the different tyres of proathesee.
Visual
Positiont'ositionPosition
ForceForceForce
Velocity
Velocity
AuditoryAuditory
Flip
2.4 • .s^itional PenvarV" on Active rroxthc_11_o.
2 .4.1 M' Chanical T rostroS' s. 
embarrassment tc the a-cutac.
Control of the mechanical tyre pr-sthasis is net persibK
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in all positions of the arr. For example, the patient 
is unable to open the prosthesis when it is held above 
the head or behind the back ** the mechanical positioning 
of the cable and harness w ?11 not permit such action.
A most important featur - of the mechanical prosthesis is 
that the amputee has complete awaren ss of prosthesis 
position, speed and force beino exerted. ?ha extent to 
which the shoulders arc rounded and how r'uch effort is 
required to maintain the prosthesis in r desired position, 
is directly related to the prosthesis action. it is to 
b 2 stressed that the positioning, velocity and force of 
the prostheris are directly under the patient’s control 
and very accurate controls are attainable.
2.4.2 Pneumatic Prcsthasi-s -
If the control valves supplying and exhausting gas from 
the prosthesis are mounted on a shoulder harness, and 
operated by the patient rounding his shoulder to varying 
degrees, then the same prc’.rlems a? are associated with 
the mechanical tyne prorthesis are present in the 
pneum-tic system. Again patient retraining nurt take 
place, ^nd the patient must andure the discomforts and 
embarrassments cf a harness. Added to this, a gas 
supply cylinder -ust he carried by the patient.
T resthesis action is however very rapid and a very
substantial force ^utrut can he obtained from, the
terminal device. Specially designed valves dc ncrmit 
accurate position control and fs rco control.
If the valves -ire sc pt aiticned a.a to operate off the.
•muscle bulg- * that takes place when a muscle is
contracted, and if the control muscles usvd are the wrist 
extensor end flexor muscles, then not very much patient 
retraining is required. This method of control 
however, is felt to be somewhat unreliable unless the 
patient has extremely powerful muscles end good centre 1 
ever them.
The supply of gas for powering the prosthesis iray sresent 
a problem. special arrangements would have to he race 
for refilling the CC,; supply bottles. This right 
necessitate the patient having to buy a number of bottles 
in order to have core available while others are being 
filled. In the lioht cf the experience gained in the 
laboratory, (Appendix F ) it iu felt th t this kind cf 
powered prosthesis would prove to be.- uneconorical.
2 .4.3 ^yc-electric Frcsv anes and the Pea': err for its 
cnoice as an Optirur Tentrcl <fyster.
The best "ay to provide control of an artificial hand i3 
to 1 intercept' in sore way, the rressace originating in 
the brain ar it travels along its route via the s;inal 
ccrd and nerves, to the "uscles c-ontrcllinr hand and 
wrist operation. because c r a nur'er of practical and 
technical difficulties it is net possible to pick up the 
control sirnal in t^o 1: rain or nervous svstcr in a sinple 
way. Thu electrical activity accrrranying r.uscular 
ccntracticn hcT-’ever, and the eajs with which this 
electrical sicnal can be ronit;. red, provide a convenient 
transducter f r 'interciptinr' volitional instructions tc 
the hand. These signals can f course only be rcnitcred 
if the "rist and hand control ruticles, or p>;*rt thereof, 
are still present after tv arputaticn. The myo­
electric centrl cf artificial lirb? has therefore 
particular significance in system designed for rid-foream 
amputees.
It dees n^t take rr rc tv an a few rinute -r, end in most 
cases not rrrc than a fc" seconds for an amputee tc learn 
how tc f perata a mye-clectrically crntrrll d prosthesis.
In fact, he drc« rot have to loarn anything at all. Fc 
merely has to call to mind his 'chanter hand' ror enter how 
he opened and closed it, and then attempt to actually even 
and close his 'hand' - the pror-th sis control syyter 
intercepts the briin roFiao • enifeatation in the muscle 
and acts accordingly. The above factor saves much tire
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The supply of gas for power inn the prosthesis ray -'resent 
a preblerr. Fnecial arrangements would have tc be race 
for refilling the CC^ supply bottles. This right 
necessitate the patient having to vuy a nvrber of bottles 
in order to have core available while others are being 
filled. In the lioht of the experience gained in the 
laboratory, (Appendix F ) xt is felt th:t this kind of 
cowered prosthesis would pv?ve to be uneconorica1 .
2 .4.3 ectric Frostheses and the Reasons for its
choice as an Optjmur Control cyster.
The beet way tn provide control of an artificial hand is 
to 1 intercept1 in sore way, the res ace cricinating in 
the brain a: it travels along its route via t^e spinal 
cord and nerves, to the r-uzcle* controlling hand and 
wrict operation. because c r a nu ' xr of practical and 
technical difficulties it is net possible to pic- up the 
control signal in the brain or nervous svster in a sirple 
way. The electrical activity accrrranyinc rucculer 
contraction however, and the «a.■ * ith which this 
electrical sicnal c?n be ncnitcrcd, provide a convenient 
transducter for 'interes ting' volitional instructions tc 
the hand. These signals can f ccureo only be rcnitcred 
if the wrist and hand contr. 1 ruscles, or p rt thereof, 
are .still present after the arputaticn. The myo­
electric control of artificial limbs has therefore 
particular significance in system designed for rid-forearm 
amputees.
It dees not take r rc than a ^ew minutes, and in rest 
cases not r< rc than a few seconds for an amputee to learn 
how to operate a nyc-electrically control] d prosthesis.
In fact, he dros rot have to learn anything at all. Kc 
merely has to call to mind hi^ 'phantom hand' rervrl sr how 
he opened and closed it, and t e n  attempt to actually coen 
and close his 'hand' - the prc th sis control system 
intercepts the brain res jar. manifestation in the muscle 
and acts accordingly. The abcva factor saves -uch tire
and eliminates much frustration for the patient providing 
him with a simple control system. rhis is the most 
important reason for adeptino this kind c r prosthesis 
control•
The harness and straps associated with the mechanical 
prosthesis and ite cable syjte: can ve completely
dispensed with, and the patient no Irnrer hz.s to nut up 
with the discomfort caused by th arr.es. Vimilarly
with the pneumatic rrostheees in conjunction with myo­
electric control, th valves and th.ir mountings and 
harness may be discarded.
Unlike the mechanical prosthesis the r. yc-electrically 
controlled prosthesis cr.n operated in any position cf 
elbow or shoulder orientation. Little difficulty is 
experienced in providing a. power source for the m.yo- 
e!metric system - nickel cadmium rechargeable cells are 
easily available. rimple electronic technique only are 
required to recharge the batteries.
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ChAPTI.R 3.
GENERAL IKTPQDUCTinp TO '"Q-FLECTRIC TKKOPv
3 *1 Origin of the * yo-elc-ctric rignal.
The existence cf 'electricity r.zultinr fro- -uscular 
contraction' was describ'd tv "alvani as early as 1786. 
-his 'electricity', ref rrcd to a« a ryo-electric eicmal, 
is detectable usina suitable amplifiers across any muscle 
undermine contraction.
ANT. HORN CELL 
AXON
VENTRAL
ROOT
NEUROMUSCULAR
JUNCTION
MUSCLE FIBERS
? 10• 3.1. riapraretic ^eprefentation of a totor Unit.
' ’;3n w<? rT’cvc our linbs, electrical impulses travel alone 
the spinal cord to the nerve ccllr known ra the 'nterior 
horn cells. Each anterior horn cell sends z nerva fibre 
to th2 rusclc where it divides into branches, and may 
control a large number of muscle fibres. "ho nerve cell 
and the muscle fibres it controls are called a 'rotor 
unit'. A muscle contains rany such motor units,
(figure 3.1.)
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According to the -erbrane theory o* nerve conduction(1»2) 
the nerve fibre is surrounded by a seri-per-eablc cell 
membrane. In the resting state of the cell, the external 
fluid tc the nerve is relatively rich in sodium and 
chloride ions and relatively poor in potassium ions. m  
contrast, the cytoplasm or internal fluid of the ceil, is 
rich in ootassiur , but poor in rodiur and. chloride ions.
-he cel1 membrane is virtually impermeable to sodium but 
i® relatively permeable to potassium and chloride. As a 
consequence, there is a difference of electrical potential 
across the me-brane of the cell of the order of 50 - loo 
millivolts. The membrane outside is positively charged 
relative to the cell inside, ?nd the macnitude of the 
potential is related to the ratio of the potassium and 
sodium concentration on the inside and outside of the cell 
mcr rane. (fodium ions are, in fact, constantly entering 
the cell from the surrounding tirsua fluid, but arc rapidly 
expelled aoainst their concentration gradient by an ill- 
understood rechenis- which has been termed 'activc-ionic 
transportation*. hatever‘ the precise "’echanism raay Le, 
there is ^ucb evidence tc suggest that this process 
requires a cont.tant expenditure of chemical energy. This 
en rgy is provided by the degradation of organic food 
materials, particularly carbohydrate, ultimately to 
carbon dioxide and v/ater, and the energy produced is 
stored in the form of energy rich chemical bonds.)
* hen .lerva fibre is activated (by the anterior horn 
cell) , the active region becomes more permeable to the 
ions and de-polarisation o* tva nerve fibre occurs. The 
outside of the nerve becomes more negative with respect 
to the inside as a result of ion migration across the 
membrane. A 'de-polarisation' front then travels down 
the motor nerve at a speed of approximately 40-50 meters/ 
second. After the front has passed, the nerve becomes 
re-polarised within r few milliseconds.
Vhen the impulse impinees on tho myo-neural junctions.
1
! “ tr0de! ,tt''0hcd tc * “i-'rle ruscle fi-o w i n  detect
z z rc z : % :% z z ■—
K)m$ec
w *
Tig. 3.2.
E S E IH E B F -s-
-cnerally, when electrode, .-re pieced ever a muscle c row
underline contraction, , complex wvotorr rasultinc’fro;
.hr SU--Jtion of 3 norher o' snhr.ic ryr- 1 ctric rignel- 
occurinr simultaneously. Is nicked up (?.tc.3.3.) .
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Pi'?. 3.3.
3-2 -■e Frf'c~uonc,f g r e e t s  Of th. J'yc-' 1 rgtric
hen bi-polnr rklnelectrons fire arrlovcx! to -onito- 
rusclc notion ootonti-ls, it i3 -ound thnt the- wavo-forr. 
contain, frocuoney components Oetween the ranee 25c.p.s. 
to l.oooc.p... Vhc frequency content varies in different 
muscle croue iand is dependent on the nu-'er of muscle 
fibres ccrnprininc the r.otor unit.
r.unber of •’orkore *•'J hove undertaken detailed studies 
to determine the e.jr.g. (elcctro-ryooreph) frequency 
component?, and it was not corridor?d necessary or 
oeneficial to verify their findings. results Published 
by Kirsch, K'i? r and Peter^n,(1964), which include the 
fmdinos of mont other research workers, arc presented in 
flr* 3,: * ' hG frequency srectrur of th. mvo-pote-ntials
derived from m.biceps bricii i illustrated. -here is
maximum activity in the rr.n—  -.’out 50c.p.s. At hi-her
band-pass frequencies, th'r- i: a strong reduction of 
amplitude.
.. ■
"WWlbfil
■ --- - — L 1 X — ul_L_
0^0 *«.1 AX) 1JD /(St;
Fig. 3.4.
® b s ? «
The great reduction of signal content at high frecencies 
nig.-t indicate that the range about SCc.-.e. would be 
nost ruitafcle for use as the rajor control ricn-l
frequencies. The following factors rust however, be 
considered c.t thin point;
■ f e d
58#
a) Power-line noise, I.e. 50/60c.p.e. interference is 
a maxirun in thin rrrion.
b)
c)
oisc generated by "cvemert of the electrodes against 
the skin the ^uccles aro contracted, has 
predominantly lew frequency components which would 
alro fall within this frequency range.
’hero is greater proportionality between the rectified 
and averaged signal derived from the higher freeuencv
components of 'the -yo-oloctric potential than from 
the lower. ;
. I'jure 3.5. published by Kaiser et al^')(1964), shows 
in lcc?.?.rithr.ic scale, th- outrvt frcr four different 
filters, each hrvinc , bandwidth o' on= octave. The 
were carried cut cn a uerion '-'he was asked to 
keep his -uscl. contraction constant for 10 seconds, 
"he upperrost curve shorn- the activity at 50c.p.s., 
curve 2, at 2C0c.p.s. Curves 3 and 4 which partly 
coincide, show the activity at 400 and 800 c.p.s. 
respectively. (Actually the 800c.p.s. level lie-’ 
lld2 lower than tha 4O0c.p.s. level.) The distance 
between horizontal lines corresponds tc a chance in 
level of about 40t while the absicca gradations 
represent a time interval of one- rilli-eec >« 1. :;.e pea
to peak deviations in the 50c.p.s. filter correspond 
to a -20% voltage change; at 200c.p.s., a ±12% change 
and in the 100c.p.s. and 800c.p.s. filter ranges, 
respectively changes of ±7% and ±4%. The higher 
frequency components of the ryo-electric signal output 
are thu 'sroothcr' than the lower frequency corpcncnts
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The above criterea indicate that filters with a pass- 
band covering the ranrc 300 - lOOOc.p.s. would reduce 
the susceptibility of interference, and the spurious 
signal fluctuations roro. prevalent in the lo-rer frequency 
ranee,increase the linearity between the truicle tension 
and the -yo-electric output and provide an overall 
smoother output.
3 *4’ Lick-ur Ilgctrodes for ^/o-electric rjcnals.
7' nurfcar of factors r-ust be considered when choosing the 
pick-up electrodes for the -yo-electric signals. Three 
types of electrodes -ay be utilised when monitoring myo­
electric sicnals. They are:—
a) surface electrodes,
b) percutaneous electrodes,
c) totally implanted transmitter type electrodes.
3.4.1. Surface lloctroduj.
The types c* electrodes used in the commercially available 
Fussi^n and Italian —yo— alectrie Hand orostheses, (as 
described in Charter 4.1, 4.2) arc made from metal discs 
a few milli-etari in diameter, and -r, mlreed on the 
skin surface immediately ever th% urcles to be -onitored.
• Italian lectroces arc made froT mold plated trass,
-nd ere concave inwards so that an electrode jelly may be 
interposed between the m t r l  and th skin to reduce skin- 
electrode imp dance. ^ho eIcctroc, of the Russian myo­
electric hand prosthesis ire probably made of stainless 
steel and are mounted in a cpring-loided housing in the 
prosthesis socket to ensure rood electrode-skin contact.
The rottorrley r yo-clectric hand prosthesis (Chapter 4.3.) 
utilises silver electrodes, shaped concrvoly inwards for 
the same raason as the Itali n type electrodes.
The distance between the electrodes varies according to 
the type of prosthesis. The distance between disc centres
cf the Italian prosthesis is Zlrr., and of the Fu^si-n 
prosthesis, 15.5^. it is the author's experience that 
the choice of the distance should not bo aribtreri]^ fixef 
for all patients, but should be chosen to suit each'oatient 
individually to s-rn a, cf _^(:le being rcnitored
as poi'sil le. (Deterr inrtion o r- the opti u- situation of 
electrodes would provide a useful r-. arch project).
. premier of concern "h n using surface electrodes is the 
polarisation of these electrodes. Potential differences 
appear across the skin-electrode interface, and influence 
ryo-clectric signal -easurerents as far as ragnitude and 
phase is concerned.(*  ^ The polarising potential also 
cont-ihutGs to a deterioration of tht. cor.^cn irode 
rejection properties of the ryo-electric signal amplifier 
unless the georetry of the electrode pair, and the 
electrodo-skin inter 'ace, ara physically perfectly 
ratched. : vdeford et a l ^ e x p r e s s  the opinion that 
proper electrode selection is vital in a vya-electric 
systt”' that is not relv an ‘on-off tyre. In the ^ore 
sophisticated syete-s, electrodes s>iculd la used in 
conjunction with suitable electrode 1-ally to lover sk<n- 
olectrode i peder.ee and the electrodes should have as 
large a surface area as possible for the sire reason.
■ *rxou cta 1 • n* t 1 alloys ha.'1 can suogegted for
use r.s surface electrodes to riniai-jc cr prevent 
polarisation. For oxarple, chloridised silver discs 
have a lo” polarisation potential as have sintered 
pulverised silver and silver-chloride electrodes (Beckman 
type 350059 Bio-potential skin electrode).
An important consideration in choosing the electrode tyro 
to be used is th<r long terr effect on the skin. The use 
of a wet electrode, that i an electrode used in 
conjunction with an electrode paste, will obviously enhance 
the possibility cf electrode-skin reaction.
J * 4 *2 • Percutaneous L iectrodr»n.
Pasr.ajian (1962) ' and Scott (1965) (6) have described
electrodes used for -yo-dectric studies, that are 
inserted percutaneous ly, bv ire an s r. cannula into the
ruscle. Leads arc left o.rotruding throucrh the skin and 
the ryc-potentia1s aro fed to the arpli-ier via these 
leads. The problem o^ electrr-e-skin polarisation does 
net occur vj th these types of electrodes. It i«= claimed 
that those elvctrcd .s ray be inserted painlessly. The 
signals obtained arc c* extrairely oood quality and even 
smole ’"uscle fibre activity ray be -onitorcd in this way. 
■b- pe-cibility of rulti-c' nnnol rryo-oloctric control of 
prosthesis using percutaneous electrodes ie facilitated 
since ruscle groups which may be anatomically close to 
each other can be electrically separated. The obvious 
disadvantage of such types of electrodes are the risk of 
infection and the likelihood of wire breakage.
3*4*3. Ictally Implanted Electrodes.
The probler 3 associated with implanted electrodes an so 
numerous and complex, that manv chapters "ould be re-mired 
for a comprehensive discussion on all the relevant factors 
involved in their easier. Only a brief description will 
be- presented hare.
Bctto-ley and *>iley (ln66) (7> have su'-rmsted using totally 
implanted electrodes ^cr -onitorin^ myo-t.lect.ric sicnals 
to be processed by .? prosthesis control system. ^he 
problem C." covering the tr^na^itter iz overcome by using 
the bio-electric sirrl itself as the power source. The 
implant;d electrode envisaged by Bottcmley could, when 
finally developed, be inserted by means of i 'large size 
injection1 ohviatinc the necessity for the patient to 
undernc an operation to insort the transmitter type 
electrode.
The transmitter itself is an extremely simple device.
The active modulating component consists of a varactor
“ The •’■yo-electrie signal is impressed across the
varactor diode, thus changing its capacitances. mhe
effect of this capacitance change is to cnanre the resonant 
..reguency of the main oscillator circuit. » frecuency 
modulated signal is thus transmitted and pic d up by a 
c o n  situated in the socket about the stum- „« the 
amputation. "hose electrodes tr however, still in the 
developmental stags and are not available for general use.
1 •4 •4 • flection of ricctrodc Type.
For simplicity, as far as manufacture, durability and ease 
of application, and cost, the surface type electrode was 
chosen. tainless steel electrodes are used and th„ myo­
electric arplifier input impedance is sufficiently high sc 
that the effect of polarisation is not considerable. The 
diameter of the stainless steel electrode discs is */ 
and it is not necessary to use any electrode paste with 
the electrcces. "'he limited experience gained thus far
with these electrodes shows that no skin irritation takes 
place.
3.5. Pcgui.remonts of a vyc electric />irpllfior.
3 •5 '1 • Toltar-' and Current. Cain.
mhe amplitude of myc-clectric sicnal voltage about 
the wrist extensor and flexor muscles, that may be detected 
usino surface electrodes is formally of the order of a few 
hundred microvolts, and ray even attain a maximum o* 1 or 
2 millivolts when the muscle is undergoing : tronc 
contractions. - ho first requirement of a myo—electric
arplifier, is then clearly, that it ^hculd possess a hioh 
gain - high enough to provide an output which can be 
processed to provide an adequate control signal for the 
prosthesis prehension motor drive. A minimum, voltage 
gain of 1C,000 will be adequate in "ost cases since the 
ultimate drive requirements are in the order of 4 volts.
3*5 *2 ‘ Impedance Consi,.
To ensure cood matching between in-li"!,. and the 
'generator', i.a. the ?uscle which is considered to behave 
as an active elenu'it surrounded hy layers of various 
cloaicnl materials, it is necessary to have soiro 
knowledce of the equivalent impedance levels of the 
generator and the aurroundino tissue. Also, the 
irpedowc- variation at th^ skin surface interface rust 
known. An equivalent low frequency circuit of th,
generator after Eottomley (1965) (8) ray be presented as 
follows (fiaurc 3 .6.).
rig. 3.6. Equivalent Circuit (after ottomlcy).
#
?'l anti ?2 represents the scries resistance of tht muscle, 
eub-cutanoous tissue and skin. 73i represents the 
parallel value of the muscle and oub-cutaneous tissue. 
P3ii represents t :kin resistance between the two 
pickup electrodes. ?4 and Fg represent the electrode-
s k in  r e s i s t a n c e s . P6 i s  th e  a m p l i f i e r  i n e r t  r e s i s t a n c e .
■'1 ar'd r2 ’n(5 p3i' r’av ’ e assured to te low and remain 
approximately constant, while, v is known to vary
between 5kn - 20Ckn. Considering a dry area of skin,
-3ii will be high, re-cvinr the uppermost layer of skin 
(by rubbing with an a. rasive) reduces the resistance to 
the low value indicated above. flight sweating of the 
nkin will also reduce the value of _.
n5 and R6 "ill vary the pressure between the electrode 
and skin is altered. The pressure change may occur due 
to the change in muscle diameter as it is contracted 
(muscle bulge). S'-eating occurring at the electrode 
contact site will also influence ?5 and P6. The changes 
in resistance here are considered to be c« second order 
rsgritude and will not influence th^ zhoic- mplifier 
input resistance to any rarhed dcgi^.
Fror the foreooinc it is obvious that the input irpedance 
of the r’yo-electrj c amplifier -rust he high - in the order 
of hundreds of kilo-ohrs. - if loadin'- of the signal source 
is to be avoid :d. Input impedances of 1 - 1C reg-ohr are 
c o mon ir. myo-electric -srplifi. rs.
3 • 5.3. Conrnon rodo rejection.
Because of the high output impedance of the. ruscle 
generator, find its low level of signal output, the problem 
of ?,c. meins interference is of concern. This problem 
may be overcome by using a balanced input preamplifier 
stage consisting either of a transformer coupled of 
differential amplifier type circuit configuration. P. 
common rode rejection ratio o* 5,000 to 1 i usually 
sufficient to exclude interference signals. In the 
presence of strong P ,C. fields, however, it was found that 
aven a cordon node rejection ratio o^ 10,000 to 1 ir 
inadequate to to'illy reject SOc.p.s. mains interference.
In the design of the myc-cloctric hand prosthesis rains
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interferes, was totally rejected by including a "twin-
; : , r  haVlnT’ rfi-Gcticn at 5- c.r, s. (chanter
5.3.1.).)
3 *5*4* Frecucnci- .
The frequency components of t ryo- lectrlc sicnal must 
bo considered in amplifier design. ~h3 arlifi%r must 
be able to amplify all the major information carrying 
frequencies in t:o muscle output signal. (Chapter 3.2. 
describes the frequency component structure of the myo­
electric wave-forn.) Briefly, it has been established 
that the e.m.o. signal has components which lie in the 
range 25 - 1,000 c.p.s. In choosing the appropriate 
bandwidth of the amplifier, factors such as artefacts, 
caused by skin-elect rode movements, po’-’er line interference 
frequency, and other ^actors as expanded in Charter 3.3. 
must be considered.
3.5.5. currarv.
The necessary requirement^ an amplifier for monitoring 
myo-electric aicnal using surface electrodes ray be 
summarised as follows:-
1) • High input impedance - greater than lzr.ee-ohm.
2; Balanced input stage.
3) Good co— -on mode rejectic- ratio - greater than 5,000:1.
4) High gain - greater than 10,000.
5) Suitable frequency response.
6) Suitable filters for eliminating 50/60c.p.3. 
interference and/or motor noise interference.
In portable systems, th rice of the amplifier and its 
power consumption must also be considered.
1)
2 )
3)
4)
5)
C)
7)
£)
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4.1. 310 Pussian Pvo_-Rl,.ctric Ccntrol Irrgf...,,
in the V.g.c.R., the Central Institute for rrosthesi, and
/ rtificial Li^-r-akino, began wort in 1957, on new -ethod,
of prosthesis control usin- external (a, opposed: to
ir.rernal - i.e. 'body power'), power sources. Since the
first exporirental work involving electro— yo-graphy in
.‘^ •5, by Irian, if has been inewn that action currants
can he picked up us in a nair of electrodes connected to a
halvanoreter. It was decided for a nun er of reasons
(cf. Chapter 2.4.3.), to control tiie prosthesis fcio-
elcctricelly, and a paper describing t)u first r.yo-
electric hand procthesia*11 was presented at the first
International fed. ration cf Automatic Control in Moscow 
in 1960.
Electronic Control Sycto-.
el*c tfomyoqiAph 
mm amplili*t %
J  I
nJ L
I motor Ji
2
___ _J
Fig. 4.1. 2lock diagram of Russian *'yo-electric
Hand Prosthesis.
s m m m
eh0rt-ttot i“t^ ratod =-d v'hcn the amplified 
evereged myo-potenticl reaches a preset level one of
ae two relays - depending on which muscle group, the 
wrist extensor or flexor, has been activated - closes.
The relays connect the rotor to the power supply for 
either clockwise or counterclockwise rotation. The 
amplifier output is therefore used as an 'on-off sional 
to control the rotor which drives the hand.
Vo electronic details such as circuitry or component 
values have been published but fro- a visual inspection 
which the author was permitted to rake, the following 
remarks ray bo ratia:-
Tha myo-electric amplifiers each have a 
transferrer input to provide hioh conron- 
mcde rejection. This is followed by a 
tareo stage R.C.-coupled amplifier for 
voltage amplification. The only 
mechanical components in the amplifier 
package are two relays which arc employed 
in the rotor control circuitry. These 
two relays arc so connect cad that they can­
not both be pulled in at the e v e  tirv .
It ip assumed that two medium power 
transistors are u e^ti for current 
amplification to drive or.ch o* those relays.
The distributors of the Russian hand in the 
U.K. have made some alterations to the 
system and improved it to some extent. ill 
the Russian transistors have been replaced 
by low noise silicon transistors and the 
relays have been replaced by switching 
transistors.
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4 , i "2 - C e s c M n M , . .........
1 1 1 1 1 =  
is only 4 t - t , c , r ;ei.Phalanc:lal joint; ;  u;'6
F -  “ — r -
t.iree-j.-'v-chuck tyre. Thu hand is covered vith a
ccsretic glove whcih affords it an extremely life-like 
appearance.'.
The published mechanical specifications of the hand are,-
1) -eight of prosthesis - SOT orars
" power-pack » 32C
" °~'rl j f it-r » 120 "
4) Di ensien~ of —  ;llfier = 82 x 4t? x 21-r.
powcr-pack » 100 x 63 x 37^ .5)
It is possible to he It objects which Save a diarotar of 
up to 5c to 6Crm,, and a weiaht of up to 1 Kp. The hand 
and a.13 the jcirtF art rtron<- viiour'h to carry objec^.? of 
up to 6Yq wti- ' t.
4.1.4. r c rro3tht^iM and 'turr housing.
''he hand prostheoifi is mounted onto a forearm made of 
laminated plastic and is tailored to fit snugly about a 
plaster mould mada of tho reputation stump to be fitted, 
specially designed rin^s in tho socket allow the hand to 
bo rotated in the Long axis of the forearm passively, 
thereby enaklincr the hand tc be fixed in any desired radial
P l i i i l
I T T r l  l: r C r Unted in 3 Plai,tio """in, i» the socket 
' 6. ring-loaded to ensure good olectrode-skin
contact.
In the earliest rodels of the r.ussian prosthesis leather 
straps ware used to keep the socket fir,sly about the 
sturp. In a n t y r e  of fitting the socket is -culded 
a cut the ol. cranon and ir closely fitted about the 
distal end of the hurCrou<5. -he socket is designed to 
fit snurly sc that it rvcuires ro-c manipulation to rut it 
on and to re-cvo it. -Parly full elbow extension and 
flexion in possible u-inr this technique, kno^n a- the 
unrter technicue,and tin -atient expericncce very little 
restriction cf —ove-cint.
-f'3 obvious advantage of this rethod of attaching the 
prosthesis to the sturp if that no uncomfortable harness 
or straps have to be worn. (In cases where the stump is 
too short, this technique is not successful.)
Tic.4.2. The Russian "yo-clectric and Prosthesis. 
4-1-4 ' ni.u. -'c-elcctrio
There are a f«r, undesirable feature of the electronic 
control >ystc- , vhicn should be nentioned. These are
1) Tne gain of the ryo- lectric ar lifi-rs is fi>cd 
-hi= causes grcrt difficult ' in detectin' the correct" 
hites for placing tJie pick-up electrodes and L.oes not 
allov; for the probler of cross-talk between ru.cles.
2) There is no overload protection a related with the 
rotor. This give.? rise to unoconoric operation as far 
as battery power is concerned, and the possibility of 
damaging the ~otor due to over-heating.
3) mho sycte- employed im purely an "on-off" type. There 
is consoruently no control over th greed of operation cf 
ihs prosthesis (now fixed by the rotor characteristic) ,
nor over the torouc output of th, ^otor. The force cf the
grasp of the hand can thus; only be -odulat'd by tiring by 
the patient.
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4.1.5. c cnclusior..
The electronic tec-.nicue- .«re c'- r ' uncnll,7htened
the corponents u d lmt8ll.u  t0 be end
redo that the electronic :» ' ^  haV6 beo”
:
*jbt ' 8 t,!“ Ultl ate ln Prosthesis perfection,
-.net, t..< lursien contrilutlcn and the irpetus it cava to 
‘ ° "tUd-’ of "re" lectric rrosthoses, should not be
underestir»ted.
4,2e T-o Italian * "o^loctrlc ; -nd n>-cgthesi «•.
The princirl. of operation the It'l^n "yc-electric h-.nd
pro^tho is i: • uch **hc raso o.q thrt o th' hand
prcjth.ei. d' voloved in *-• U.".f. „ 1 ^o-el-ctric
potential; arc ricked up re- the- e:-*t •n ?or end fl xor 
ruscle group; in the re i::in- tL-t cf r.n arputce, and arc 
opvrated on, tc clorv. tue relay? controlling the prehension 
control motor. There ra hotvevar, a few d.cid. d 
advantages teat th*_ It alien hand ha - over the '• urvi.-.n hand.
4*2.1. ^dv-nf.c^n over t: o Fussicn : yo-, loctric Hand 
T rcsthosis.
^he advant g c cf the I tali"n Myo-electric prosthesis arc:-
1)
- ttuztinc the Dickup electrod s. - M s  wa8 „
cifficulty enccunterec' »■ t: Russian kend was set ur
for dercnstration in r'out' Africa.)
3) Overloading and ntill protection is provided for the 
rotor. Thic neur.s that in the stall condition the 
"otor does net become overheated and that battery power is
The pr-sthccir. is rreduced at the Laboratories of I. .a.i.l, 
the Italian National Rehabilitation Organisation at Vigorso 
di 1 udno, near ologne. At present, anProxirately one 
hundred of these artificial hand proethcses are in unc, and 
it is hoped to as-rse the performance and worth of the 
device fro** the exoeri :nco of the 'err r .
4.3. " ho bottom lev "yo-nloctric rand Tro.thesi s.
T* e . ost rtendon ryo-electric hand prosthesis^,5,6) developed 
by Potterley, Kirlitinrair and rtyles, and corronly referred 
to as the Bottcrloy hand, is th root sopnisticatfd device 
of its kind. A ncrber of significant improvements over 
the Russian and Italian control sy:ters haw- been rado.
These render th^ rotto-ley Hand far superior ir its operation 
to any hand thus far developed.
4.3.1. r£ £ 2£ £ tio r v Ll  c o n t r o l .
o,.rer -urt exert rcrz effort in t' c rerairin- 
extensor err flexor muscles.
'ho velocity - i f  -hioh the inf open,: or closes is also 
proportional to the e.r.o. -i-n,i. ...,.ur, p , , . t.. "
t.io force ' in- exerted tv f  pzcth -is, anfi the . e V
of operation of the pro-the-i , are fed Irek to « c  cyetnr
-na. lir, u  • arer to h vo tter control ov r the state
of the S'/9ter .
r wl#r Ifoniyoyf apt« 
i in ip h f  i#r%
ret !il«t At ton 
*r>d s m o o th io y
dHNfeisnc#
•ItKUtimyo graph 
b a t h la eh 
g#«»arat«>r < lc a m p li f ie r  m o to r
fort*
%eni€x
I I
-X-h ^ X -*- *
2 t-
e*l ,e i l > fe .d h a c k
•  l r o m y o g f* p h
mi * mu
Fir.4.3. Block diarrar o' the ottor"ley ’ yo-electric 
Hand Prosthesis.
4.3.2. Porct' and Velocity FeedL^ck
Force 1 eed, ?ck i - provided by r.c ans of eeri-conductor 
stra.j-n raupcs located on the load ocrcv-shaft which open 
and close the hand. Vli-ht ending of the shaft in 
caused by the trane ir ion c'! the fore . ' - ty causes a
chance ir electrical r :i -tmc c =' the str'in caucus.
Two strain gauces .re used, on in tension and the other 
in C O T  re 9 3 ion, -nd for- onnoeite arrs of a ’ ride... The 
bridge output ienal i: th n »cd back and cor.pared to the 
tnyo-el-ctric r,i r’l arplituc :. If th bridge signal is 
creater than th a.r.c. sianal, th, prosthesis is 
commanded to lessen the inter it - of its eric. If the 
bridge signal i.s 1-j? > than the o.r. . sicnal t a 
prosthesis is co-rended tc increase the cri intensity. 
Vhan ccuilibriur ir reached the force of the prosthesis 
grip i° directly related to tn. e.r.r. signal implitude. 
„o pressure sensitive dovic. s ar: loc. t<.d on the hand 
it elf, a it i - felt that only direct • r,aurv on the 
Sensitive parts would result in a reliable signal being 
obtained.
The velocity ot the Free me vine rorthesis is directly 
proportional tr thx output rror the r.C. differential 
amplifier. '"ir ^ctor i ; connect d in a bride, typo 
a m n r t  nt and ar the rncati varies, th variation in 
back- • .  f. %o rrrdx: d is com red to th « .m. a. signal. 
mhv diff r vcr \ f eon these v c  si nals is then used to 
increa. ■e or doer as-, the vt cr of the pro ’theris act * on.
4.3.3. flvar.-m rro ' i' lo.'tior..
■•'ithout actually loci if.- - at the pres tee.- is, tic r. ’ utce 
would not normally u av/ar of its position. ic t mc-uy 
this, a. light sr rin- i incorporated in the. hand an*- the 
strain rauyc bridge: is dju tvd ac tnat its output is zero 
when the fine, rs of the pro'-th sis ar in a position 
similar to that of a normal relaxed hand. Consequently, 
when the amputee relaxes his grip on an object the hand
w li return to a neutral 'relaxed' position, and not
renin in the tosition in "hich the amputee ceased his 
volitional control.
4.3.4. Pvck larh ~!fcnerat':. r.
Bottorrlev ht.e fcunc t: t it i generally not possible 
for an amputee to r?.intain a constant level of e.m.g. 
signal amplitude for even a shcrt period of time. The
signal fluctuates a certain amount (c.f. Chapter 3.)
resulting in, a ]erhy *• cvemont of the prosthesis when an 
atuompt if redo to maintain it in a desired state. To
eliminate this jerky c 1rt ct an 'autogenic backlash
generator' urcces-cr tvu D.C. differential amplifier 
sicnal, before it is on to the -otor speed control
and force control syyter;.
'"he • backlash r n era tor1 incorporates a certain ’dead* 
zone in v'-ic> fluctuation' aiout any level must exceed a 
prod tan nod •"--runt before it cut’ ut changes. "he 
spurious V'tri-'ticn? in t- .r.-, sicnal when ar attempt 
is made to maintain a fixed ^u cle outaut level, arc 
therefore eliminated. (Appendix T contain? a full 
description of the operation of th circuit). 
(Alternatively, thi und.-siraMt effect ray he overcome 
by increasing the X  ti’ . constant of the rectifying 
circuit. The drawback of such a measure ho’ over, is that 
the response ti~ cf t i s”ster a? a who)e is adveiaaly 
increased.)
4.3.5. Overload Protection.
Two micro-switches ax*"1 mounted in the bend to prevent the 
motor fro" st-illinc when the lead-sere* It* either opened 
or closed the hand, to its maxirum limit. "he micro­
s’ "itch_:s also op rate vhc-n th rotor is cvi rloaded in any 
position o f th. hand. This feature conserves battery 
power and prevents dam 're tc the rater duo to overheat inc.
4 . 3 . 6 .  T i c k - u p  ’ l e c t r o c  : ,
Silver electrodes ere u-ed to rick-up the e.m.g. signals. 
Since the input irmd-.ncc to the e.m.g. amplifiers is 
cxtrcrely high nc electrode p-ste is needed to reduce
electrcc.c-sl in resist mcs. ork is he in" done however,
to develop electrodes the.t c i^^l-.rtcd in the ruscle 
cnc. thet will tr n :rit th e.^.g. si n : 1 to a receiver in
the hand centre! syet^r. This will result in roro
accurate infcrrrtion of th ruscle activity.
(cf. Chapter 3.4.2.).
4.3.7. Conclusions.
""he high-lighting feature of the otcor.ley hand is 
obviously its proportional control. Finer overall 
function cf t . hand c"n b< obtained as well as operation^ 
which is roro natural than the purely on/off operation of 
the Pussi'n "nd Italian hnds.
Although th' force feedback system is a. most elaborate 
and inmnivuF innovation, in fact, this f• ature is 
considered to be a oosaiblv drawback o# the system. In 
order to maintain a crip o f a reasonable force, the 
amputee ™ust maintain the decree c e .r.c. signal cutout 
d . - and. d by the system. 7 ct r a fc-” rinute the 
controlling muscle will tire, resulting in ? diminished 
signal amplitude n oon^egu ntl_ a r taxation of the 
prosthesis gri . v ■ m-ut a -ust therefore switch off 
the control sy ter should ho wi to maintain his crip 
for mere than say 3C seconds without dissorfort.
Ecciure of the complexity o the system thv ..-iectrc'nic 
unit is rather large and together vit\ the large power 
pack required, the amputee ha quitv a load to carry about 
on his person. At prim nt, the Poya1 Air Force at 
Fcrnborouch, i investigating the possibility of producing 
the electronic unit ir thick/thin film for”1. Until 
favourable results from Farnborouch are forthcoming, thin
prosthesis will rerain an ex^crirental nroject limited to 
smr. 11 scale use v-v ? ^ew selected amputees.
4.4. Myo-~ loc tr' cally C rtrcll^d Petition-Servo r vs ter..
Hirsell, Kaiser an " ;jterceri ^  ^ w e  < -valot j.d a rvo-electric 
control syst'-1" "hich 5 r  ^. r f ro' fchosi. previously 
described. They use the jryc-rotcntial as the ccrmand 
sirnal in a pciiticn-cervc syrtc™'. Only one muscle grcuo 
is used as the control source as opposed to the 
previously described systems, which use a two-channel 
control.
4.4.1. Oyster Operation.
The myo* electric signals are derive.d via bi-polar skin 
electrodes and are F'd *-m^ di<:frrcntial inrut-stacra 
amplifier having an input imp-'-dance of -300 1C.ohm. A 
D.C. analogue signal *3 obtained wbica is directly related 
to the ryo-pct:ntials bein' rick' d ur.
The analocue sirnal is thf-n. 1 d to a bridge circuit which 
compares thi -> signal to a sicr~.i erne rated a-~ a result c £ 
the ancular position c* a pctentic-. t< r. *he pot on tier, tar 
is linked tc fa prehension ? chanty- cf the terminal 
device, b ; it hand -r hook tyre j root:.- 1 ( -e fig.4. .1.)
The bridge cut .i t si'ral i then amplified, m e  fed to ^he 
control circuit ’-’hich then rectifies the prcst.iesis potition 
in such a -anncr that in equilibria-, the bridge output 
voltaae is zero. *uiy chance in vclitione.l nyc— electric
signal outoi.t i- accompanied y a corresponding change in 
prosthesis position. hen no signal ic r n  r.e.it, the 
prosthesis position corresponds to that cf maintaining the 
fingers in the extended position, (rig.4.4.).
Fig .4.4. I lock ciagrair. of yo-olcctric Position 
Servo Control Syster.
The static force when the prosthesis is aras-inc an object 
ie ithin certain limits rrorortional to the difference 
between the actual -coition o' the "rcthocin, and the 
position it would have es-'ursd at that ryo-electric oi-nal
input, had there been no load.
4 .4 .2 . Mftnr Prir-- - Ar. crti-.u- E l f C t r o - ^ eha-ical f.y3t',Z ?
AT. int- r. stir', f aturr of thlr rarticuUr -yo-cl.ctric 
prosthesis is its rotor -ystcr. K-o D.c. rotor; ars 
uruloycd to provide the rccuirrd prosthesis operation.
Motor ro.l is used to provide cuick moveRonts, and is 
incsoablc of provldir." -uoh torque Motor '0.2 produces 
the relatively larg torque associated with slow irovasun s, 
for carole, when the prosthesis is prirninc or scueczinc 
an object. During purely static conditions i.e. when the 
pro.thesis is maintaining a crip and is fixed about an 
ohduct. Motor ro.2 need not bo activated a, "oter Po.l 
kocrs the prosthesis lootsd in position with a minimum of
4 3
current. A real relaxation is not possible until there is 
a change in direction in the motor system, that is, until 
the control sional is volitionally relaxed.
By using this type o* -otcr arrangement the authors claim 
that there is cotimur 1 :ctro-rachanical function, both 
during dynamic and ef-tic conditions. Th^ cumulative 
effect c* “otcr r> . 1 and otc-r c .2 is claimed to ha 
similar to usinr ? series-wound motor and th mraph bfelotT 
(fig.4.5.) xllurtrat- ’ th relationship between the 
velocity and force of tic motor pair. It i3 seor f a t  
the force, or torque outrut incr asea as the speed of 
the rotcr pair decreases.
OJ
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Fig.4.5. Forco-Velocity at maximum activation of 
prosthesis motor system. (After Hirsch, 
Kaiser and Petersen (7).)
4.4.3. Conclusion.
It should be noted that this system rcqui -os a constant 
expenditure battery rover to th< motor in any position 
of finger flexion, cxct ptina in thv fully extended position.
Also, it is necessary for the arputee to put out a
.itiru, ”' c-potential to raintain any desired position 
to the prosthesis other than that of the fingers in the 
fully extended position. Cosmetically, a prosthesis with 
t.;e finders fully extenfe in the nor^^l state is 
unsatisfactory. This, plus the above mentioned factors 
are severe drawbacks to t' svy^ -e*”.
4*5. P ^hree rotate "vc-^lectiic Ty^ter..
4.5.1. Need for tfc revelcr^ent of the Systerc.
In t;:c case c f the above-elbc” amputee, the wrist extensor 
and flexor ruscles ore not available ar control sites for 
a hand rruet csis. Control sites other than the above 
* r-nticr ed rust be * ound; ar. d their selection is dependent 
on the following critea
a) ''"he new control site must have so- "psychological" 
association with the amputated crrr. That is, it is 
undesirable intuitively to use ?. foot muscle to control 
an ar~' - training of tbo contml ^u'cle would be extremely 
difficult because of the corrl^to dissociation of hand and 
foot rover int.
h) ""he control must be effected with a --iniru" of effort 
and '• Tinl^ur cr vnr tural ^nd/or grotcaru- movement, and,
c) Th• - control site must t l used for prosthesis control 
only, to prevent and ^.ini-lrc inadvertent or jr at ion of the 
prosthesis. ""he controlling muscle runt not bo one 
required ror normal remaining functional movement so that 
its use dees not roetrict t'l amputee in any way.
(C)Dorcas and rcott uccd the. remaining 1 j ceps brachii 
muscle in the stump of a young above-elbow amputee a? the 
control site. This selection fulfills the above 
requirements because the biceps had no functional role in
I
body neve-rent acid* fro- thct of controlling th. rrcsth&sis 
Fartht r, retraining- this control -usclc - culd not bo 
difficult because of th -art ~ ntal connection with arr 
and therefore hand rro-.-o-.nt. In this case the biceps 
were the only rusclc av,-liable 'or prcsthrsi* control.
•hc Prosthesis used v. = an electrically ro'-cred split-hook 
type anc required t-c signal, for it- operation - that of 
opening the hand and closinc it.
This single -rusclc* group i.e. the biceps, was therefore 
required to provide Loth signals. I method of achieving 
this dual control by one -usclc is to elicit different 
lev'is c* volitional -’vc- lectric activity in the control 
rub d e  rnc tr ’go r o ! . tronic circuitry to open and close 
the hand .at di e ren‘ pres- t levels. Three sera rate 
states- of the control circuitry arc readilv available, 
namelyt-
1) c volitional activi te- - ccrrcr-ondir- to no activity.
2) I’ozmv 1 -v.scl i* %t- - - 'orcsthesis close* signal.
3) Greater thin nor il ictivit-r - corresponding to a
* orosthesir open' signal.
4.5.2. Syftern Opcration.
The voliticnal -yo-vIt ctric signal is ricked up via surface 
olectrr ’os tc a difiqr- ntial amplifier input stage.
Beckman Tyne 35CC59 Eli >*- potential Fkin Electrodes weru those 
used. signal in further -r lificd using two co-mon-
eritter -stages *cr voltroc li'ication and i common- 
collector stay i Uflt to obtain a low outout impedance, 
i.e. current arolifica -or. It is t^cn rectified and 
short time irt gritmd u i r o  a diode clamp stage, and 
resistor and capacitor in parallel, respectively. The 
output from th. rectif ^ - atag in th, n fed into a modified 
Schmi&t Tringcr. T-o r levs act as the collector loads in 
ttu two lers of th Pel - tt -"rigp.^ r. (See accompanying
diagrar.) . vhen t' e myo- lectric signal input i? zero, 
then both relays are de-energised. ^hen the r.yc-electric 
sir r.al ^trenr^th is 250^. 1 peak to peak1 , enough base 
current flov? into T] to ”'-itch it on. The current now 
flowing through ^  i« ch-nnolle^ via r? closing Relay 1.
2 Israer signal, aporcxi-ately 30Cyv. triggers the 
chrr.i<tl '"rigger and caves play 2, to *• ecovf; energised 
and nelay 1 , to beco-e de-enerr'i^^.-l. (^he current no” 
flows through ^ .) The patient r.ay select which relay 
he wishes to tecore margined, that is, the channels of 
his choice, m rely by modulating his volitional myo­
electric output.
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rig.4.6 . Fc: ratio di ;rrar of 3-stato Vyo-electric 
Control Fyster (Dcrcas and r cott,(196C).
4.5.3. Ca-ry r tu"y.
A patient who "as fitted with trw above system was not a 
prirr.arv amputee, that is, he had the use of a mechanical 
prosthesis before being fitted with this ry, o-electric 
control tyre. And, although he had good control over his 
new fcrosthesie, after a short time he reverted to his 
mechanical prostncsis. The myc-clectric system was not
completely discarded \ xit was then adapted cc provide 
voluntary operation of a wrist rotator mechanise in both 
directions for the mechanical prostlv sin. the part­
icular case mentioned by Dorcas and ccott, the chief 
remaining problem was occasional involuntary operation 
of the control system duv to ^iceps activity accompanying 
shoulder ^lexion. The authors expressed the opinion 
that this problem could be overcome in tire by tr ing.
4.5,4. Cenclus ion.
The addition of the mhro~ State Myo-electric System to 
achieve v-rist rotation or pronation and supemation has 
resulted in a more functional prostf^sic system than 
could be obtained with manual control alone. This 
hybrid Type ccr.trr 1 is untrue in itc’ concert and it is 
surprising that othtr ny'^rid sy^ters x ^ ploying both 
mechanical and myo-electric control sources have not b:en 
developed, Mor details concerning thir aerect as 
related to the work of the author, are presented in 
Chapter 7.
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^ ^ * Do^i' r Procedure an" Pe:uire^erts of the * vo- 
eiectric fvster. ----
5.1.1. Initial rtu.~lo3.
A preliminary invest ioaticn Involve ' the design of a 
suitable pre-amplifier to monitor rye-electric potentials. 
A pre-ar.plifier surges ted by Fryer and Deboo (19C5) 
was modified to this end. Suitable power at acre a were 
added tc this pre-ctrlifier and attempts were made to 
use the ryo-electric signal as the command signal in a 
single channel 'on-off• rotor control system. At this 
stage, difficulties were experienced due to 50 c.p.s. 
mains interference, skin-clcctrode movement noise, and the 
electrical interference generated by the rotor. These 
difficulties wire overcome however, as described later in 
this chapter.
text, a two channel 'on-off cot Lrcl cyst >r was developed. 
Problems of 'cross-talk' between the myc-ul ctric 
amplifiers necessitated re-desi^n cf tl» pow r stages and 
thereafter a two channel -yc-electric syst -, not very 
different in its operation rr - tfv Italian and Fujian 
systems (Chapter 4), was built. It as not considered 
necessary to test tha syjtom i nically, as the design of 
the 'on-off system was viewed as an exercise merely to 
enable the nuthcr tc far iliarise irself vith the problems 
associated with ryo- lectric control.
The next stage involved aisoasment of the operation cf 
the systems described in Chapter 4, and a decision on the 
operatinr characteristics rf the prosthesis to be 
developed.
5.1.2. Deci"n Criterca of the Myc-olectrlc ,c‘y:;to~.
It was quite apparent that i simple 'on-off system
*» - 50
similar to the Pussian ^yo-eleetric control system, vas 
inadequate. "he factor of proportionality between the 
ryo-electric signal output and the -uscle tension, 
(Chapter 3.3.), is valuable control information and 
should not be neq'acted in s/ster
This proportionality factor can ’ e ad v -  cf to provide 
sinrle-cnanne3 control of p. pociticn-sejrvo as described 
in Chapter 4.4., or it can c usee to provide control of 
^ Ci.annel control system as in the Lot tom ley I and
described in detail in Chapter 4.3.
rince the ryo-eloctric pro-.thesis to be designed was 
intended for riti-fcrcarr arputeos who have wrist extensor 
and wrist flexor muscles still regaining after hand 
amputation, (non-ally the case) , it was considered 
wasteful not to uce a dual-channel type of control 
employing both avails1 le rist ruecles.
After due consideration it vas decided to attor-t the 
development of a syrtc" in which the amputee '-ad control 
over both the speed pf operation cf the prosthesis, and 
the force exerted ’ y it. both speed and torque cutout 
have been race orcrcrtionrl to the controlline muscle 
tension i.e. to the rectified, and smoothed ^yo-pctential.
The question of velocity feedLacb and force feedback was 
then considered. Co ploy electronic circuitry would le 
required to accomplish this. Also, the bulk of the 
electronic pack would bc.cc: rather large unless special
assertly techniques could ' 2 used. It was also felt 
that the extra advantat os gained with velocity and force 
feedback were not important enough to warrant the added 
complexity in develop: ent c.nd construction, and 
associated bulk and expense.
5.1.3. (umrary.
The final requirements cf the electronic control systam
ay he a ?-
a) • e ■~Y''te~ to h dorior.ed -r,r t have tvc raneratci 
control rhar.nel . >« control l-'nals are to be derived
fro- the re-ainirr vri t e%t_n cr and flexors.
b) The ryrte~ i tc utlli e t. pror crtion&lit •/ 
phenomenon between volitional -u^cle ten ,icn and myo­
electric licnal cutrut.
c) Tie crueo of operation of the nro?theri^ ^ctor and 
it3 tcvcuc output arc to L r related to the mU cla tenrion,
d) "'he alze o# the electronic pad i" to he kept to a 
finiru-. Fttc-^t ar- to made tc make the electronic 
unit r^all enough to >- luilt into the ^rc the-ie rocket 
itrel*, and ro ovvi?t r the n oer it" -or the amputee tc 
carry a ceparate bulky container for th electronics.
e) Cost i- * <-« be Vert to a - ir irur. '"hie i • tc hr 
considered a a jcr '"act^r in th- d v  1c*" .*nt. ~ c»'f,vor, tie
reliability of the vyrto j-oul1 net su^^er becau ic of the 
uce cf inferior ccmr'onenf ; econo-ical do-ion mliyt he 
used to keep coot.: no* t. .
The operation of th Hyc—  lectric Hand Prosthesis io 
described wit: the aid of the diagrammatic representation 
of fin,5.1.
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Fir.5.1. Plock dia'-r?/' of the wyo-electric 
Freethesis Eyster.
The ir.yo-electric potentials generated by volitional 
contraction: in the remaining wrist extensors and 
flexors cf the arputee, are pi'1 ed up by th^ ryo-electric 
amplifiers. "'he amplifiers each have a differential 
amplifier innut stare, are completely transistorised, and 
conform to the requirements of a ryo-electric amplifier 
as s^t out in Chapters 3,3. and 3.5. The gains of the 
amplifiers are continuou ly variable between C and '.'<0 ,000.
After amplification, rectification and emoct’iinr takes 
place, a r.C. sirnal related to the te--ion in the 
controlling muscle iri available. Tht srcrnal i then 
passed to a unity gain differential ampli ier. "he 
output frcr tbir amplifier prcvidas a signal "ich is 
either neoativr or poritivo, depending on v.^ich uncle 
group has been activated. "he output sirnal therefore, 
contain? information a - t.c which muscle r roup, the \ rist 
ex ten core or flexors 2re electrically mere _ct iv,<, and 
their degree of activity, i.e. th, signal output is
proportional to the difference in tension in the two 
controlling n m c l e  croups.
^ha noter control circuitry it proportional in its 
operation to tie finferential ^n-li cier output. This 
allov.r the patient to have -oof centre 1 ever the speed 
of operation of the prcet’. -i.. an. ever the crce 
exerted 1y it.
5.3.1. The ^yo-alectric ^rrJifier.
T..e iryo-electric areli^ier uaed in the ryc-electric 
•iand syste^ con;isto essentially of three stares — a 
differential amplifier pre-anplifier and two PC-coupled 
stages. The uifrerential -re-amplifier staoc has 
emitter follower inputs and a constant current source 
in the long tail pair of the differential amplifier tc 
ensure good common rode rejection (fig.5.2.). The type 
of transistors used are 2'-:3711 silicon planar transistors 
t-rh-ich. Vave suitable hVr and low enough noise ficures at 
those sional level? monitored from the controlling 
muscles.. It was not considered necessary to use matched 
transistors or dual tran-istor1 for th - pre-amplifier.
"his would hav entailed extra ax r.cn?a as far as component 
are concerned and any imbalance introduced by unmatched 
transistors, resulting in mcorer 5r c .m , ,  r jection 
capabilities, can suite easily be filtered out in later 
stages. 7ny .0 . drift due to temperature differences 
in the differential amplifier transi tor pairs have no 
effect as 2 .C. sirnalj are of sicr.i'icanct only.
Fir*. 5.2 . Different i 1 Input rtace.
It was found that x- i^r. the am plifier was required to 
ronitor nyo-electric potentials in the vicinity of 
strong electric fields, such ar those generated by mains 
transformers, the corner n mode rejection of the amplifier 
was not good enough, and a simple method of further 
rejecting 5o c.p.r. interference was employed. The 
differential amplifier output is fed to a twin-"' network 
designed, such that its maximum rejection is at 50 c.p.s. 
(fio.5.3.) . 'Hie components are so chosen that a maximum 
slops rejection characteristic is obtained. (tptxndix r;.
For optim.u" operation the twin-* network ^ust b<. rcd from 
a low impedance source and "ust bt loaded by a himh 
impedance source. To en:urc that thi; ir the case, 
emitter followers are used to provide the recruired 
impedance levels. ^he frecu^ncy response of the amplifier 
with and without the 50 c.p.s. filter, are illu trated. 
in Appendix C.
- m > I — r  ~ t   )—
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Fic.5.3. Twin-'! rejection Filter.
^he output frcr the tvin-T emitter folio*-er is coupled via 
a r . l ^ f  capacitor to the first of the two : -c coupled 
voltaqe amplifier sta-os (£i~.5.4.); a high Liput 
iirpedance is thus presented to all lew frequency corrcnent 
signals. This limits spurious sicnals resulting fror 
unintentional electrodc-skin iroverrenta. It is also known
that the iraximur signal information content as regards the 
state of the muscle activity, is contained in the higher 
frequency components of the e.r.g. signal. (Chapter 3.3.)
To increase stability of the system and cut down its upper 
frequency response, a Ikpf capacitor is connected in 
parallel with the feedback resistor. Maximum voltage 
amplification is obtained in this staco in an attempt to 
economire on components and space.
The signal is then fed into the second common emitter 
amplifier stare via an C.C. circuit containing a 
potentiometer. The rain of the ampli^i r is continuously 
variable via this potentiometer fro" 0 - 50,moo. <rh‘
final .taoe amplifies the incline, sional by 25x, and 
because of the er-itter resistor, has a hioh input 
i-npedance and does not load the previous stave appreciably 
at any settine of th vain potcntioireter. vhe slcnal ./
not- rectified and sroethed to obtain the r . c .  analovue of 
the truscle activity.
Pic.5.4. Ccnr’on Emitter fmplifior rta^e,
5•3.2. Derivation of the D.C. Analogue Potential of the 
tlectro-myo-graph.
The output fror th( e.ir.c. amplifier consists of an A.C. 
digr.al of voltage amplitude of - 5,5V naxiru^. Before 
passino the sional through a rectifying and smoothing 
circuit the power output of the final voltage amplifier 
stage must bo increased to avoid loading of this 
amplifier; an emitter followcr stage is used for this 
purpose.
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Fig.5.5. Rectifier anc Eroothez Stage.
The rectifier stage is shewn ir fi^.5.5. The diode 
is inserted to ensurv a st-bl ■> zero-signal point. 
Ercrthiro, averacirr or short-tir^ interretln- is obtained 
by connectinr the capacitor C in parallel ?-ith r. Tt is 
considered unnecessary tc full-'*avc r ctify the ryo- 
elactric si-i.al «•» 6 equate ir^orra -n i? avail die ir 
the helf-^ave rectified signal (via T .
The choice of thn ti- -c mstart TC, is cxtrer ■ ly 
/?)
important. So’ne work rr found that a c'cice of
ccrrponent value. ?uch t at t'i. product rC =■ lCrT’*. -'c. i ~ 
best. This a.lloifs for reasonable i root hire of th-> wave- 
forr and acceptable response ti'e of the system. / 
choice of R * 1C }■ -ohr 'net C = K'uf (RC « 0.1 r.cs.) war 
rrade. Rcre patients however considered the- pro the sir 
action somewhat j r.iy and they had slight difficulty in 
maintaining a desired prosthosiy peed of action. To 
overcome this factor a 'backlash generator' (Apr ndix ») 
as employ d in the lottoml y Hyo- lac trie 'and rrosthchie 
has bj..-n incorporated v;h re n  cuircd.
Vp
rig. 5.6. Eacklasy Cir. rater.
M  ere th*. 'b^ckla h g. n.-rater' circuit (fig.5.6.) is 
ucjc. the time constant (PC) of th snoother r ay be 
reduced to about C.022 r ., (► “ 2.2 K-oh: j, C = ulo f.) 
as meat of the snoot:' ,r action vould now be derived frcn 
the 'backlash generator". Following the 'backlash 
generator', a r.C. ar olificr provide: a potential that 
varies fro™ - € volts at zero nuncio activity to + 6 vcits 
at rraxiirum nuscle action.
In prnctic* , it has been *cund that ' ith a little training 
the aTutce can guitc easily learn to maintain fis rvo- 
e loctric output at a l.vol '’hiC; i” rea sonably constant. 
Alee, the combined inertia of the rotor m d  th prehension
nechanisrr hv Ion to 1 snoot out' th< results of the
irregular current turste roporticnal to the jerky averaged 
ryo-potential. extra advantage rained by ir.clucinr a
'hackle -r generator' is a_norally not 'rcat enough to
warrant its inclusion in the -yo-electric systeir. Only 
where a patient has abnormally spurious or j<:ak sicnale 
due to physiological deficiencies iz to 'backlas:-
-» °/p
Fie, 5.6, Backlash C^n rater.
’•'Irorc th- 'br.ckla h generator* circuit (fin.5.6.) is 
UGJC tlij time con-tint (rC) of th- smoother r ay bv 
reduced to about 0.022 c ,cs., (1 ■ 2,2 ." -oh: ..i, C = ulC f.) 
as mest of the sr.ooti ~r action would now be derived from 
Lie 'backlash gen, rater’. Following th.: 'backlash 
cotterutor*, a B.C. amplifier provide- a potential that 
varies fro^ - € v- Its at zero muscle activity to + 6 volts 
at maximum nurclo action.
In practic* , it has been rcund teat > ith a little- traininc 
the amrutee can guite easily learn to maintain fie myo­
electric output at a 1 vol. "hich it reasonably constant. 
Also, the combined inertia the rotor tnd the prehension 
mechanism helps to 1 smoot out the r< si:ltj » f te. 
irregular current lursts ..ro-orticnal to t ie jerky averaced 
ryo-potential. The extra advantarr- rained by inclucinc a 
'b a c k l a g e n e r a t o r ' is r.norally net rcat encurh to 
warrant its inclusion in th- myo-electric system. Only 
where a patient has abnormally spurious or weak sianals 
due to ohvsiological deficiencies i: th 'backlash
generator' of sionificance to ayster performance.
(Circuitry utilisino the 'backlash reneratcr' is 
described in Chapter 6 where myo—electric systems 
involving ouadruplegic patients is diacjssed.)
5.3.3. fewer fupclv Reparation and Difference Ar-lifier.
In the early experimental stares it va soon discovered 
that all endeavours to achieve suppression of th^ terminal 
device motor noise, would not enable it to operate from 
the sam.t power source as the sensitive myo-electric 
pick-up amplifiers, without causing intolerable interference 
in the control system.. It was therefore decided that the 
meter should have its own separate power supply.
Che use of two power supplies facilitated the design of 
the ^otcr output star-- a~ f ollcwe. ? r indicated in the
firure K i e v  (Fir.5.7) the outnut from the a.rr.r. 
amplifier are connected renptctively to th; sinrle-endod 
input of the motor control circuitry and its earth 
terminal. when the output connected to t> i motor control 
circuitry input ^ocs positive, tiv rotor idirected tc 
turn in one direction and when th- other output goes 
positive, it is as if the first output has dropped 
negatively an- the motor ic dir-cted to rotate in the 
reverse direction. ^he dif ference signal between the 
averaged D.C. signal resulting f jl om wrist ex tunc ion ane 
flexion is thus sim.rly extracted.
/  /. ▼ si"0** y  z
Fir.5.7. D.C. Differential Prtnlifiar ryste^.
5.3.4. *Jotor Control rjrcuitr-.
Unlike r.ost other ryc-clectric ry-st^rs in current u?e 
(Chapter 4.1., 4.2.) , -otcr Bp ‘-d an' tor cue output ar^ 
dir.ctly under oati.nt control. "hie is vffuctvd ay 
maklnr the rotor circuit performance c-;pendent on the 
D.c. averaged ryo-electric signal amplitude. Ideally, 
the rotor is required to provide necligible output 
torque and speed control is essential until the patient 
just touches the object he is about to crip; at this 
point the speed should drop tc virtually zero and torque 
cutout of the rotor should now bo under patient control, 
thereby providing a variable force with which the ob]ect 
can be gripped. A diacrranatic presentation of this 
requirement is provided in fig.5/S.
Fig.5.3. Idealised Speed-torque Characteristic
he type of rotor A .L .r . CO usod to power the prosthesi 
>rehunsicn rechanisr is a D.C. "’ype motor, having a
ser’-ancnt ragnet fid . "he choice o4 such a motor is
lictat d ky economic considerations and because spaed 
»nd torou output in both forward and reverse directions 
ls electronically easy to achiev . There i ' no necessity 
:o provide pulsinr circuits or gent-rate an A.C. power sourc 
is would be r c-uired i* a steppinc^r synchronous rotor
fould be ur d .
Pho speed of the ore nth . is, ie . thv ape..d o4 the rnctoi 
md the torcUw of th rotor; are r lat d to ta. ar.-ature 
zoltan and curr nt a- followss-
* back e . r . f . = - Ndp/dt 
t V - T° 
where V = ar^atur. voltage,
I = armature current and 
r « armature resistance
rhe torquo cutout is proportion.! to th.. .rr.turo current.
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Clearly then,th titlxa circuitry must have constant current 
and voltage control characteristics to meat th„ idealised 
requirements of fig.5.6 . m  practice this is not simply 
realisable. The circuit employ,s in the prosthesis 
control systems door hot ver embody a high output impedance 
sti’.gm and consequently rovi ; ' controlled constant 
current source and thereby qcoc toreue control, At low 
currentu teat is, at 1c  torcuv, the output voltage is also 
propertionr.l co the input sicrnal providing proportional 
speea control. r .m.a, signal output versus -rotor speed 
and motor torque relation hire are presented in Appendix D.
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Fig.5.9. Motor Control Circuitry.
The limitations of th circuit in fin.5.9. above are 
illustrated when the prosthesis wearer wishes to 
initiate slow oocnin^ or closing or the termin'... device. 
A largo a ount of current flov in the "otcr control
circuit is reouired to ov-rcor . the initial inertia of
the ^otor and its ccar-train. "’ha patient rust
therefore r. n-rcto an e . r s i r n r l  consistent with the
current rocuir^rcnts of ti'.t lyster-. Ar "oon as thi 
motor overcomes the inerti " of t.n. ayst. r it . ill not 
require so much current and the motor 'ill thus t^nd to
spaed up to provide a back e.-.f. to reduce current flow. 
The patient under the3. circumstances f o u n o t  hc.va 
velocity control. "his li-it: tion ho%\.v,r, is not as 
serious it ight "'or T  as th^ patient soon adapts to 
the syster and luarnr to compensate adequately ^or its 
drawbacks.
Since their outputs ere t-kcn fro*a the collector leads, 
the input and output stages of the motor control 
circuitry are both high output impedance sources, i.e. 
constant current sources. Two complementary pairs of
transistors are used - both eats arc low cost economy
plastic encapsulated transistors.
and F ^ , are used ~:.rcly to stabilise the operating 
points of T-j and T^ thu - ensuring th^t they do not at 
any stac. switch thvrns-lv.s on. Thu function of P7 
and F.., is two-fold;
a) to provide best current to th output transistors
and also
fc) together with and r3, to li~it the main armature 
current flow, i.e. they serve aa an automatic safety 
curr nt limiter protectino both output transistor and 
armature finding.
5.3.5. The Prehension '.chanirr.
Initially, an attempt was made to make the prehension 
mechanise from an Ctto nock standard functional hand 
prosthesis normally powered by body power (Chapter 2.2.1.) 
The spring-return mechanism in the hand was removed and 
a simple nut and screw assembly ritt d into the rear of 
the* hand. A number of motors Wv.r:> us d :n attempts to 
provide adequate spc^d and or in for the hand. The only 
easily available* motor that could be used war a Ricnard 
6v rotor with accompanying c arbox. Two hands wort 
adapted for electrical power operation.
Th- adaptvd Prosthcec, .-cn discarded after testinc for' ' 
the follc’-’inc reasons
1) The gearbox vas net strong enough and although 
neoprene gears are used in its construction, these were 
stripped of their teeth w un the eti nt attested to 
grip with so^e fore .
2) The gearbox was provided with a nurber of different 
speeds. hen the velocity of the prosthesis was 
adeguate, the torgu output was not, and vice versa. 
ii*ir indicat«'d that the 'ctor itself was underpowered,
3) The efficiency of the r'otor was extremely poor.
4) "he motor life vas lo- - thv 1 rushes •;u m e d  out
after a short tire.
5) "he size of the rotcr-cum-gearhox was "uch that it 
cculd not be ^ountnd in tK cl'- cT th a prosthesis itself 
and thus had to be mounted externally in the rear of the 
prosthesis. This would result in the rati.nt receiving 
an artificial ',r~ that was sorevnat lonacr than his 
amputated a m .  Depend in? on the length of the patients 
remaining stump the increase in length cculd b- anything 
up to 3W longer th^n nor il. 1hile having a longer a m
has some decided advantages, it is cosmetically cuite
unacceptable and inconvenient.
£fter ruch consideration it was decided to use a 
commercially available prosthesis ’.s the terminal device 
for the myo-elcctric controlled system. To this end
the ottc Bock electrical hand type 8E8. was imported 
together <’ith a cosmetic glove. "his hand xooks
extremely life-like and is much mere psychologically 
acceptable to p*tivnts than the electrical hand adapted 
from th mechanical prosth, <is. Th,; 9P,2C,a ,"'n^ torque 
output of the prosthesis i" aood r.sultinc in overall 
efficient prosthu^is operation.
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The type of rotor U 3w*d it a permanent magnet D.C. -otcr 
type f.F.C. G015. It is electric-'lly much less noisy 
when compared -o oth^r motors used in experimental 
prostheses and no special nois. suppressing circuitry was 
recuirod. Appendix D -hc-c the voltag- versus speed
char^cterit'ti^, 'nd i 1 lu■'1 ■ the tmr^u v ’r5vr current
characteristic of the motor.
The motor ic gear'd do« n approximately 5Ox by a train of 
three gearo. Thv final reduction gear i so fabricated 
as to form part of ti •* finner and thumb mechanism. P 
spring loaded mechanism prevents th rotor and its 
associated c»>ar? "re- locking in cith r of th extreme 
open cr extreme closed positions. Th gecr-train is co 
constructed that th. fingers can be closed by applying an 
external fore tc thi fing„rs aiid t .umb. Thv reverse is 
not true nd the hand can only bv opened by a volitional 
command by th_ patient. Thv .spring mechanism 
described above is utilised to return thv hand to a 
neutral or half-closed position if th hand has been 
opv-nad to its maximum. The springs choaen are cuch that 
the h,.nd is returned to a neutral position only and is 
not *ully closed. (It i nvi aged that once suitable 
machine equipment and technical -s i'tancc ar- available, 
adaptations o f tv *s. hands will be produced locally)•
mhc mechanical section q * t and is cover ad hg an outv r 
hand moulded in soft rubier. 7 cosr.itic clove ^ittine 
ov :r the. outer hand is ..vail*big in c. nxr oer of ci< fercnt 
skin colour a to match thrt c* th p.ticnt . -.kin.
5.3.6. "ethod of attachment of socket plus to rhinal 
device to th stump of the amputation.
One of the advantages cf the myo-electrically controlled 
prosthesis is t h t  the need for shoulder harnesses, to 
open and close the prosthesis, falls away. -h.. ■ ,v‘mw 
hnrncsc is used partly tc keep the prosthesis firmly and 
stably attached to the amputation stump.
.•
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The firrt ryo-elvctrdc hand nro,th,.tiis, i.e. thj Russian 
pro?tnesis, w».3 '■ri '^-d with c nunh)v r of ieatiieir stjrapo
which VvJiT'- joed to ancnor th -ocket convoni ntly -) ove 
the elbow. In the now. r i?yo~ Icctric prosthesos syctems 
however / an —ntire 1 v r.v. concept in attaching the 3ock<.;t 
to the stunp is used. ' hi? i k n o w n  as the • (inster
technique, and is no%- .1 -oGt. un.'v r- ily uc :.d.
A plaster cast is th : sturp and olfco-’ joint and
a plastic ^ouldino is then Tad. Fror' the c-r,t. The
cast is so shaped that it 'its snurly about th top of 
c! olecSrcnor. and hocks round t i. bony structur. of th. 
hurerua.
An extremely stable fittir- c n thus be obtained and 
forces which -xct ad normal hand rcruir r^nts or.lv will 
dislodaa t) ■. socket fror the slurp. Similar •'ittinc 
t. chniquas ir^ used to att.ac.. the pro-theses in th. myo­
electric system being described.
5.3.7. Choice of attery Supply.
For n  aeons explained in Cl' ter 5.3.3. it was decided to 
provide separate po*< .r supplies for t. amplifier circuits 
and rotor drivinr st*<^ ' 3.  Tt v : id nc bo econo^icc.1 to
use commercially avr il'bl.: or It. , • .* cexl fct t lie. t.v.rpv. ,
and it 1 as therefor d. cid d to rechargeable c .11- .
The following table comr r r th. v-ricu- characteristic
properties of nick jl-c.ac> iu* , siiv .r-ziz-c re-
batteries and th< primarv Lochlinch c 11.
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FECIAPGABLF 
NICKFL STLVFP
n n  iu*’ st nc
DRV
Ll’CLANCHE
“ere Kg. .313 .173 .141
Volur.. C' 3 10 3 133 80
Energy stored kJ. 22 33 55
Fn rgy density kJ/kg. 70 190 390
(day) 
"ax. usrgo h fore r< - 
claccr.ent or rcchara. . 1 1 2
t plac "ants/year. 1 2 183
Co - t/b 't t v. r y r . P.18 *14 .6 R .70
Cc’t/y »r. |*18 R29.2 5128.00
T hi, 5.1. (c.f. F for nCi. 2.)
Fickol-cr.driimn batt. ricfi h a w  f; a following advantages 
ov;r th:. '•ilv r-zinc kattari st-
1) rickcl-cadniu-” battarivs have a longer litc then 
rilv r-zinc hatt,r5 m .
2) Extrurr caution runt b<. - xorcisod vhen recharging 
-ilvcr-zinc batteries. The life of these batteries is 
substantially shortened by even slight overcharging or 
ever discharging This ir generally not the ease with
nickel-czdrriu"1 cells.
3) rilver-zino cell, .'re not -ntlrcly mal. d rad if
'nsdvert^.ntly turned upiiidc-down, t e electrolyte.
Very ciuntio solution, rny spill out, c.iusir.' d.-ma'f to 
the nationt as well as to hi- clothino. Nickel-cnd.nivn
Celle irr ccrncli t IV Real d.
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4) fs illustrated in tabic 5.1, the operating cost per 
annum of nickel-esdmiun cells is less than that of silver- 
zinc.
Although the fmeray density, energy stored and mass 
characteristics of the s.1 l”t r—zinc b attery nrs better than 
the nickc l—cadr'iur't ce ll, r.xeks 1 —cadr'.■ vs* e lls v*crc chosen 
to power the prosthesis and crtn. ijcs because of factors 
1 - 4  above and because of their availability. Two 
brands of batteries were used,EA?! and DFAC types. The 
SAFT cells are less expensive and more easily available
than the DtAC, and where the increased weight can easily
be accommodated, SAFT cells are used.
5.2.8. Power Peguirepents of the %yo-electric System.
The current taken by both amplifiers when the hand is at 
rest is 12raA. "hen in operation i.e. opening or closing, 
a maximum of 17 ir Air.po, depending cn the input signal 
strength, ir drawn.
If we assume that thv maximum time/day that the hand will 
be working at r.axiimun output is one full continuous hour, 
(the worst possible condition) then the total nurbar
rAmp hours required v ill bei-
( 12 - 1 ) 12 + 17 mAmp-hours. 
i.e. 132 + 17 » 149rArp-hours.
Choosing a battery of 180 ti/mp—hours will adequately suit, 
the above requirement. Supply voltages of + and - 6 
volts relative to earth Were found to h«, convenient and ver* 
therefore chosen.
The current taken by the motor drive stage when no driver 
signal is oresentf is zero rivrns. since current it cnli 
drawn when the motor is commanded to turn. The amount 
of current drawn by the •"otor ir of course directly 
related to the torque output required by the patent.
On no load, that is, when the torque output is used solely 
to open or close the hand against no external lead, the 
current dr^in is low, -pproxinvately 35 rAmpa. Under stall 
conditions a naxirun of 325 -Arps can flow. In practice, 
it has Veen found that a fattery naving a capacity of 
ICO mArp-houro is adequate '^cr the control section 
responsible for opening th hand. Clnc> ^oro power is 
required when the hard is used to close about an object 
or to exert ; force on an object to grin it finely than 
when opening, it is nec~j ary to provide the electronics 
responsible for controlling hand closing with a battery 
havir.c a higher current capacity. To this end SAFT cells 
of 180 r Arp-hour capacity or FFAC 225 rAnp-hour cape city 
cells are used. In most cases however, the cells used 
in the power-pack arc all 180 or all 225 rAmp-hour 
capacity for the sake of uniformity and to facilitate 
battery charging.
The weight of the battery pack is 517 grams for the SAFT 
cells and 412 grams for the DFAC cells. Tv e batteries 
are carried in a specially constructed plastic container 
moulded in such a way that it fits snugly round the 
waist. An ordinary leather bolt is used to keep tnc 
battery firmly in plo.c>. . (Fi^.5.10.).
Fig.5.10. Photograph of Battery Case.
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Cnc of tha patients fitt d -/ith ? nyo^lectric hard 
prosth, sic a ycunr child, and it was felt that the 
weirht ( f the battery pack war rather excoraive for her. 
Two battery -*cks ccntalrin? l.'ttarien of 100 zAmn-hour 
capacity each wore rrad, for her. if, durin- the day, 
the batteries ran devn, the cccond tatter; p e k  could 
be used. The average vei-'ht < f the - 'ttery packj 
was 295 n r a P F ^ C  rcch-reablj cells ?ere ured in 
preference t: the rArT batteries because of tr.-ir lesser 
u’eieht.
The nickel-cadrium cell-' ware found tc be r.ost reliable 
as far as charge raintcnar.ee and current output are 
concerned. ' ct enough data is yet available from our
patients as tr the life ct tin batteries. From 
manufactureri’ data heaver, approximately cna years life 
car. be expected if th. batteries are charged correctly, 
that is, if th charging current is net nora than 1C - 
15% th: rat d ^Amp-hour capacity of the cell. (To 
date only 5% cf nil batteries used have become defective 
and it ir eu;posted th-t there wore overcharged at an 
excessive current.).
Fever ir supplied tc the el ctr-aic central pack and the 
meter via a nix-c^r coble. T't o< th wires in the 
cable nr- screened and th sv ire used tr r lay the + 6 
and - 6 volt supoli -1- to th -ye~, loctric a-rli^icrrr 
the cut si dr rcrof.n is at zvr potential v it resoect tc 
thvnv twz" puprli and; i; regarded a - th. vrt^  . arth • 
Schcmaticclly, the battjrieo are conn oted as illu.Jtratod 
in diaarar 5.11 below.
S4/tr*, j
J T
-/I*
Fig.5.11. Battery Connections.
5.3.9. Th3 Battery Chnrgnr.
For ootirun recht'.r^ ir.ct of the nickel—cndTiun colls u o 5^ 
tc newer brth the electronic pack and prehension motor, 
it is recommended by the manufacturer th -.t the cells bt 
charmed fr—  a constant current source. The charging 
rate is specified at a current of 10 - 15% of the 
mAmn-hcur capacity cf th< battery unc^r cnaA t . l-i 
this particular case it me?ns therefore, that a charming 
rate in the rag i n  of - 20 r .-mpa is required. Ir. i er 
tc charge the b^ttorict* fror a state cf complete 
discharge tc their maximum capacity, a charging time cf 
12 - 14 hours ia recoamended• (ht a charging rate of
101 cf the rAm.o-h' ur capacity.) Assuming *.aat only 8 
hours charging ti^e ir available, then a correspondingly 
higher charging current must be employed tc rechrrgc the
cells completely.
For the leomAmp-hour cell, the charring currtnt 
then be:
YOQ x 180 x —g- * 27 rJrr.r.3
* 15"% f 180 Ta?rr.p-hour’3.
Requirements cf bcth manufacturer and o\:>rniaht charging 
time, arc therefore fully t ,
source. The simplest m-'tn. < f obtaininc such a constant 
current scares is tc provide a high driving voltage in 
series mith a leroc resistor as shown ir *ir.5.12. A 
large battery voltage i*-’ required to ?nsure adequate 
current f 1 w in V'_- circuit.
The mains supply can readily be used to provide a high 
enough driver v<Itage and a circuit of the tyre illustrated 
in fig.5.13. -ay be used :u an efficient bctt -ry charger.
T
}
a a
L
Figs. 5.12 and 5.13. fimple Eattery Charger.
Ix 1
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The rectified output vcltare Vout is*
Vcut = 1 . 4 x 2 3CV 
= 310v.
Charging current = Current through ? = 27 rr^ ir.ps.
The voltage across th; batteries tr be charged if they 
ere series connected, is ri.--.le u. of 6 cells cf 6 volt? 
each giving 36 volte. Th . velt-tircr across the resistor 
R is t on 310 - 36v * 274voltn.
The v-.luc cf «• ii th. n r §RxBirj
310 - 36
r-T -27 x 10
274 ._3
—ry '*■
= 1° K-ohw.
Compared to the cffcctiv interne! resistance cf the
batteries while being charged, P. * 1C K-ohm. will provide
i nest adequate constant curr nt source.
2
The po’ver dissipation in P n I F
= 27" x ICf6 x IQ'1
r* 272 X lo"2
* 7.29 irattF.
To ensure good heat disriri-tlrn rath r a larr<> resist' r 
fphyaicallv) and heat r.itr ru*t bo used. r roduction m  
pnwer discipotion i- o.^ily accompli'hod bv reducing the 
driver volt-r, supply and consrouontly the vtluo :. 
Half-wave rectification of th: -'ins vcltago "ill provide 
the recuired lower rupply volt"" .
The .air. drawback cf th, fare cf battery charter described 
above ig the ponribi 1 ity cf th. uc r < ttin.i i 3xr' u-
i wi oi '\|
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electrical shock if he inadvertently touches the output 
terminals when no load is apnlir-d. to the chorrfer. The 
total voltage of Vout = 310 Volte, will be present at the 
output when current is being drawn thzoucrh P.
An alternate circuit that ray a used is illustrated 
below in fig.5.
Fig.5.14. Transistorised Fattery Charcer.
T1 is used to provide the constant current source, the 
constant current bcine rrivon by:
Vz • vbe 
“cc ~ Fe
where Vz * the zener diode voltage
and V. » base emitter voltage of T. 
DC
The zcne^ voltage is selected dependinr on t.ie transformer 
secondary output and the base current of for the 
required value constant current. Filicon transistors 
were us ' for , resulting in a vb< " 0 .6volts.
175
In fig.5.14 the dieoe is inserted to prevent any 
discharging cf the batteries under charge shculd the 
supply vcItage be switched off.
The transfer er soend-.ry c utput voltage rust be hirh 
enough to allow 'or t.- veltrgi dr~n due to the voltage 
cf the batteries boino char- d (36v) -nc to allow for the 
volt dix-p icr-ss P.c ’ for ^  . /n output of 35/.C. 
for the secondary w s  chosen.
The danger of electrical shccks from thi- circuit ic 
reduced considerably. ^he coot however is increased over
the first circuit. at? circuits have been found to 
work well and if the proper precautions are taken in 
selecting the coupling connectors betwe.n charger and 
batteri 'S, it is just a matter of preference as to which 
charger is used.
The second circuit h e t used for the battery chargers 
being usee. Th following t^.ble indie-tes what 
components were chosen f t  the chargers used to charge 
battery pack-- cf 100, 160 and 225mihytp-hour capacities.
Ceil capacity 
rAmp-hcurs
100 180 225
Charging r^t^ 
T'l-r-r 3 for 9hr - .
15 27 33
XZencr
5.6 5.6 5.6
330 180 150
Di
IN‘i002 Itf'i002 IN4C02
3 watt. VJE 570 MJF 570
MJF570
“2 ohms.
680 680 680
Zener Type 
watt.
"210007 *1210007 MZ10007
TABLE 5.2.
5.3.10. H-using rf Electronic Pr.ck and Battery.
One rf the objects of th< systems designed, was tc 
dovelop an eleetr nic pack that would be nrall enough 
tc be built into the socket of the prosthesis. Tc this 
end, an attempt was r-.aoo to aicurt the c< -pcnonts on a 
piece of varcbcard, having a 0 .1” ' 0 .1* -.atrix, which 
would be srr.ll enough t< fit into t.;c available space in 
the socket. The rpnee availalie in the socket is 
dependent an the leneth of thi stiwp of the amputation and 
the f-acf tak r. up fcy th* hand rrosth. sis housing insld. 
the socket. The sr ce recuircd by the hand prosthesis 
housing is a -axi^u^ o " 3/ .,^
T1 n hand ' put at: ns »re carried ut, the urge n in 
-oct czo.s, -ill arputate the hand in such a way V  at 
enough space is available for the fitting of : conventional 
prr s thee is. J.ls , tc ensure good vancularisaticn o4" tie 
3tu*"r, the amputation is normally carried cut ..pprcxkrately 
four inches above the rist joint m  an adult nale.
: llcwinc for the J/i’ recuircd by the. prosthesis housing 
as ruch as 3r ir feme time 3 available for the electronic 
pack. This space .is norc than adequate f. r hcunng the 
electronic system. rig.5.15. shows the electronic unit 
mounted on <a pr sthcsis he using. The gain control 
potentiometers 'r< also housed in the o-.cket itself, 
results in increased patient acceptance cf the rr< sthesis 
as he dr cs not feel vcr-burdened with additional pieces 
rf har!".-r,,. Msr, the setting un 'f the ^  st'-csi< „  
facilitated: the patient need nly -ako on connectiin,
that -f rlucging in thr batter , to be r>ady t- use the
ar".
If the sturp cf th a-iputatlrn in t It n- *' r t " 
cl, ntrcnic unit tc be "tounfed nxi.-.lly in tit ft l-tl' 
pocket, then the electrodes nay be txunted on a rcund 
Piece cf vercboard mount,:-d perallul t< the stump o n e
1 printed circuit board, specially d, signed fur this purpc..
is shown in fie. 5. IS. I * the computation has br.cn carried 
cut through the wrist joint, it is rec'^rmendcd that tha 
patient undergo further amputation of tha stur.p if he is 
at all interested in wearing a prostVesis of any kind.
ric’.5.1£. Electronic Unit Counted on '"'rorthesis Routine
Pic. s.]6 . Printed circuit board.
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e r f  T I P  6 .
"vo-electric Control cf Ort .ctic Devices /ich Particular 
Reference to .'and Crt .oticc fcr Cuacrupler ics.
6 .1. Introducticn.
At the Orthopaedic Cecticn cf the H.F. Ver c rd Hospital 
there are cn the average fourteen paraplecic and/or 
cuadruplecic patients admitted per year. In the case of 
the cuadruplecic patients all volitional control of the 
hands is lost and generally the only arr ruscles 
unaffected by paraly is are the biceps (which are usually 
strong), Lrachii radialts m d  extensor carpi radialSs 
longus. (Spinal lesions at CV /C^ segnental level) The 
latter generally ret in about 50% or less of the normal 
stronoth. Consequently, patients ?re unable to do even 
the menial everyday 1 ivinr- activities such ec ^eedinc 
therselvec, writinc or attending to their toilet.
Attempt : to orovj: c * yo— lectric oci.* ro? of orthctic 
hand splints for cuadruplecic patients were described 
by Vcdovrik ct al ^ ^ ( ic ,6.1.) , Myc—i-Isctric sionals
from the left trap ziu£ usclc were used to modulate a 
faradic type stimulator positioned over the right 
extensor digitorur uscle. (A faradic sti ulator 
provides stimulating pulses of duration of less than 
1 msec.). The fingers of the hand therefore extended 
in sympathy with the volitional trapezius usvIc 
contracticn, and the patient was reported to be able to 
attain various decrees of hand extension at will, 
splint wag constructed to stabilize wrist movement, and 
a sprinc-loaded mechanism was provided to return the 
fingers to the normally flexed pom ition when contractions
in the controlling muscle ceased.
F i g . 6.1. Orthotic Control Cystem of Vodovnik et al.
’reUrinary tests, carried out on our patients to 
iscertain whether a splint of the type described above 
,cu]1 be suitable, proved unsuccessful because of a 
:orplaint of severe pain. Vhen the arplitude of the 
itiirulatincr pulses approached a value that provided useful 
iand-power output, pain becare unbearable. The rusclc- 
itimulation rethod was therefore abandoned and externally 
owered splints controlled by 3i<na]s derived fro tne 
Patient's reraininn rusclos wore accordir.^lv considered.
["he work on orthotic devices and the- systers developed 
2clov are logical extensions of th. work carried cut in 
loveloping and producing a ryo-clectric hand prosthesis, 
rheso orthotic system have been used at the b.F. Verwoerc
Hospital in Pretoria with varying de'- r^ee of success anc1 
to tho c- t o - th_ author * a xncwlcc" r!c , there « s no 
published lit raturo avails'lc on thi aspect of the 
rctorisaticn of paralysed upper :tr -iti
6.2. The Meed for th 1 i v_ ley eiif of crhi ticated Control 
Sy^tors ter Taralyu,e>:' Upcer t; tr3r I c i .
Hand splints cr cxo-skeletcne are constructed for each 
quadruplecic and sere fcrr of external power, electrical, 
pneumatic or other is provided to open and close the 
splint. ^ '3 '4 ^ pincur crip, (thu it, and index and
riddle fincer) , is const cuently available to the 
cuadruolc ^ ic. Providing control for such a motorised 
splint has i;-. un attempted usinr the standard prosthesis 
control methods.
6.2.1. rcw r.d Crthcs'-s .
In the case of th pneu atic novvr 'ter, valv.s 
incorporated in a shoulder harness are used to supply 
or xhaust C^2 gas to a "c'ibben rru^cle( j) (fio.6.2.) or
a piston and cylinder syzte^
owered Orthcsis•’chibben urcl
Alternatively,miniature valves rnay be located at anv 
convenient ccnt'-'ol site and rray be operated by pushino 
the shoulder l ac’ -'ard or fore^ard or by a ru ■ i.ng 
froverent. riectric ricro-switches ^cy be utilised in 
a correspondinr fashion vhen electrically pc ered systems 
are used.
The ?ho-. e methods of control art: usual! ' i ^ ^icult for 
the pati nt x-ho If invariably confined to a wheelchair 
and must rely, in rest cases, on gravity to maintain iis 
rcsture in th v.heelchair. "alance is maintained 
through control of t, c reraininr r uscles in t;.e patient1 s 
shoulders and ch zt. Vary often one an*' i_ hooked 
about th_ wheelchair-frame to prevent the patient fro" 
fallinc for ard. It is cl??r then, that the standard 
prosthesis control sites and movements are not at all 
suitable for orthotic hand splints for quadruplegics.
6.2.2. Choice pf Control -uccle - 'yo-clectric Control?
cince the shoulders have been excluded as a control site, 
the only other r-ite-c are the re- ininc biceps, bracbi 
radialic and extender carpi radiali Icn"as. The biceps 
may be discarded irrcdiately, h-.crusi; t likelihcoc^ of 
involuntary trico rin^ of the centre 1 -echani. i -■ 
creatcst rincc this muscle is employed ’ v n lit tine orjects 
as ? syneraist, and '’ en putt inc t; ... c.ovnr as an 
antagonist. Pr*,chiS rrdialtc nd/or extent or carpi 
radirlis Ion-* us, rust then be used a= tea controlling 
muscles.
Two methods -ay be used for activating the control system 
vhen muscles arc used as the control media. They aret-
a) »*uscle bulge or change in muscle bulk, - that is, 
the circumferential change of the muscle as it shortens 
on being volitionally contracted, and,
b) volitional myc-potential generation.
The latter method, is the only practical method, since 
the ruscles are considerably weaker than normal rustics, 
raking an accurate and reliable detection of the change 
in muscle bulk extremely difficult.
6.3. Factors Influencing fyste- Design.
a) As mentioned a.'ove the control muscles are usually 
very weak. '"his means that the myo-electric amplifier 
system ’"usi be very sensitive indeed.
E) Fecause anatomical proximity, it is difficult to 
separate the rye-potential of the krachii radialus 
muscle group rnd extensor carpi radialus usino surface 
electrodes. The ryo-potential conerated by both these 
muscle croups vill bo picked up with any bending cr fcha 
elbow in certain position; or extending of the ’rist.
The signals so generated may trigger the control circuitry. 
A 'dead zone' rust therefore be included in the circuitry 
allowing reasonable elbow flexion and wrist extension 
without activating the control circuitry.
C) The wrist joint presents a problem in that is is 
unstable. There are no wrist flexors to stabilise the 
hand and the patient has to depend solely on gravity to 
obtain any measure of wrist flexion. This is overcome 
by stabilising the wrist sc that it is fixed externally 
by metal supports in a functional position. (Although 
the elbow is also unstable because or the absenc- of 
the triceps, this in relatively unimportant her as 
Gravity is us ‘d to extend the elbow. Tie mass of th<. 
arm, itsel^ provide 2 adecruate stability.)
D) O n l y  one control sional exi ts - that generated by 
the combined action of the ”rist extensor and part elbow 
flexors, i . e .  extensor carpi radiali^ and brachi radi.lis 
r e s p e c t i v e l y .  This control cite must bo capable
flaying three reliable commands to the control circuitry, 
-huge arcs-
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1.) "ovientato fine ere tov^arc thu.Tb to forr 
pincer grip."
2*) open hano , that is coit'e out of pincer
gr. p position, and extend lingers, and,
3.) "atop in any intenr -diate desired position”.
These system criterec were considered in the design of 
the three systems described below.
6.4. Control fysterts for Orthotic Hand fplints.
6.4.1. Operation of System 1.
Because of the patients’ low work tolerance and general 
weak condition, it was decided to envelope an orthotic 
control system which would permit control with minimum 
exertion. The following svstern, described with the aid 
of diacrarrretic rerr* mentations of fi^.6.3. and 6.4., 
was designed and built.
% •. >Wldl
*md Vflefer
thep* -
tiff•*e
Fig.6.3. Block diagram of fyrtcm 1.
JL
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The myo-electric anpli, ir-r inputs are connected to the 
regaining wiict extensor muscles (extensor carpi radialig 
loncus --od fcracsii radial is) in order to monitor the 
volitional . uscle activity when thcati'-nt attempts to 
extend his 'vri51• Jn fact, the ^rist is not ccrmitted 
to go into ext in--ion a f  crthctic splint is so/ Z- ^
constructed ' as to "tafcilise the vrist in a fixed 
position. r hen the rectified and sroct c.d volitional, 
muscle contraction exceeds 0 predetermined level, the 
Schmitt Trigorer is triggered and tl.e beginning of a pulse 
is initiated. Ps soon a3 the activity ceases the 
trigger switches the pulse off.
The pulse is then passed through a shapina circuit to 
obtain an extremely fast rising and fact falling pulse, 
switching between the voltages zero and +6 volts. The 
pulse train thus forr cd by the patient contracting and 
then releasing his rucclc is passed to a counter 
consisting of two "I" bistable multivibrators in series. 
(Thesu form a "divide by 4" circuit.)
The outputs of the 'flip-flops' arc then gated to 
provide an output pulcv on t^o different lines correspond­
ing to count3 and '3' of the 'flip-^lon' cycle.
^ne cutouts of the decoding rate* ire then fed to a 
differential amplifier arc its output determines whether 
the orthotic motor will be stationary# or rotatin in 
such a way as to cause the finccru c.r the device to open
or close.
6.4.2. Details of biectronic Circuitry of fysten 1.
The myo-electric ar.pl if icrf rectifier, and smoqUKjr.
This section is exactly analogous to that used in the myo­
electric hand prosthesis (see Charter 5.3.)
■ M j j M
*  *  0
I
w o l l t io e ie i  e y o - p e t e e t le l
# r « i  w t i e t  e * te r .» o re
T m t e /  i« * « »  ; f  k#^ *  • • e c t i 'e S
» *P#r
• let*. .# .-put
j'^.u* ' r ■* . i * t e » i e  
»« get# ".put l
. .» it »• >
>« p*t j
9«t« .-1 wi /"ist# teput 5
i to# for**! . f 4Ti OSitpvt
Fig.6.4. 'avefor o fsoociated ' ith Systerr 1.
count
number
f.f.J. f .f.2. line I
(forwart
1 ine 2 
) (revet
1 1 o 1 o
2 O o o o
3 1 1 o 1
4 o 1 o o
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Pic;. 6.5. •Flip-Flop' output Table,
/-v '  , .
The Schmitt Trigger and Shaper (fig.6.6 .)
_L_0'
Fic.6 .6 . Echrritt Trigger and Eh ape r Circuit.
When the signal froir the amplifier is sufficient to 
trigger the Schmitt Trigger, point A switches from just 
leas than zero volts to +6 volts. "his is fed to an 
inverter circuit whose emitter is tied to the earth 
(zero volts) rail. This means that when the inverter 
saturates, the output voltaoe cannot co helow zero volts 
and when the Schmitt Triccer cutrut ie low, tne inverter 
cutout is 4-6 volts. Thv signal i then to a second
inverter so that the erlttar follower output ie in phase 
with that of the -chnitt Trigger.
The inverters are in fact derived from two - 2 input cates 
of an integrated circuit, Motorola Tyre NCF 724r. 
integrated circuit contains four 2-input gates and the 
remaining two gates arc used in a future stage.
The emitter follower output impedance (fig.6 ,6 .) is low 
and because of the two proceeding inverters the output 
mil nr. an extrcmcl v faat rise* tine.
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Counter circuitry.
The counter circuit consists simply of two integrated 
circuit J.K* 'flip-flops', Notorolr Type 'C 79CP. The 
j and K inputn are tied to earth and the clock pulse 
input is used as the T-input to th< 1 ’"lip-f lops'. For 
correct operation, these 'flip-flops,1 require the fast 
rise time generated by the shaper circuit described above. 
The diagram.atic connections are shown in fig.6.7.
7 h-. . u r h
uWt#wte to 
• c o o * r  g e te e .
Fig.6 .7. Counter Connections.
ie outputs of th, •flip-nopf are then connected to the 
,o r e i n i n g  2-input oaten o' the vc 724P integrated 
-.o fnilo'-s. (fig.6.8.)
S i
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Fig.6.8. Counter recoder Connections Fig.6,8. 
Orthcsis ^otor Crntrol Circuitry.
As in the section on the rotor control circuitry of the 
prosthetic hand (Chapter 5.3.3.) the differential 
amplifier to which the outputs of the gates are fed, are 
respectively, the earth connection of the motor battery 
supply, and motor control circuitry input. The motor 
control circuitry is similar to that described in 
Chapter 5.3.4.
At a later sta„e It was decided that it was unnecessary 
to err ley the above circuitry as the motor control only 
operates in an on/off rode. (There is no velocity or 
force control possible with this system.! Also, two
sets of batteries ere required for the s.bove circuit (a 
positive and negative supply relative to earth). Two 
relays were therefore substituted for the rotor control. 
These are energised respectively on counts '1' and ' 3* 
of the counter cycle. This system requires only one 
battery which constitute* a savinc in this respect. The 
relays are interlocking to prevent accidental shorting 
of the rotor battery terminals and arc connected (as shown 
in fig.6 .9.) such that when relay 'V  is pulled ir the 
motor is driven in one direction, and when relay '2 1 is 
pulled in, the motor is driven in the reverse direction.
Reloi
iTe.m
i-*-
r l i
moke bakfacr.
,UL 
%
jlr
uufl
J i
e conback & doted uKtn 
f&ioy is dc-cne<g\5ed
_#*. ko ovWwk* 
mofeo*
Fig. 6.9. Relay-Motor interconnections.
6.4.3. Operation of the System.
The no Ft serious drovback o' this system and the reason 
for its relegation to a system to te tried only as a 
last resort, is Illustrated with the aid of th- followinc 
example. Let us assure that the ringers of the orthotie 
device are closing, and the patient stops the movement 
just short of the object to be grasped, or that the 
patient has stopped the movement before he has exerte 
sufficient crip. Should he now wish to close his h.nd
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sets of batteries ere required for the above circuit (a 
positive and negative supply relative to earth) . Tv/o 
relays were therefore substituted for the rotor control. 
These are energised respectively on counts * 1* and '3' 
of the counter cycle • This system r ecu ires only one 
battery which constitute* a savinr in this respect. The 
relays .ire interlocking to prevent acciiental shorting 
of the motor battery terminals and arc connected (as shown 
in fig.6.9.) such that when relay 'V is nulled in the 
motor is driven in one direction, and when relay '2 ' is 
pulled in, the motor is driven in the reverse direction.
Reio
% tn
hem c m/
moko*" batfacr,
I
M-
[
J
I
iB
2 .
1
^ contacts, dosed when 
relay is de-energised
Vo O'dhat* 
motor
Fig. 6.9. Relay-Motor interconnections.
6,4.3. Operation of the fystem.
The most serious drawback c* this system and the reason 
for its relegation to ? system to le tried only as a 
last resort, is illustrated with the aid of the following 
example. Let us assure thit the lingers of the orthotic 
device are closing, and the patient stops the movement 
just short of the object to be grasped, or that the 
patient has stopped the movement before he has exerted 
sufficient grip. Should he now wish to close his hand
further, he has to trioacr the counter three tires, i.e. 
provide three iryo-g.ncrated impulses. The first pulse, 
to get to count 'I*; the fingers will then begin to open. 
Immediately thereafter he must deliver the second pulse 
to stop the openin'- reverent, and. finally he ^uit deliver 
the third pulse - to • t rfc the hand closing again.
Besides being wasteful as far as ti e ic concerned the 
delay in selecting a reruired movement Ij foreign to our 
normal reverent selection patterns, and tne sequential 
movement selection i.. thus difficult for a patient to 
learn.
Also, because of the extreme sensitivity of the e.m.g. 
pickup amplifiers the patient might inadvertently trigger 
the electronics and initiate an undesired orthesis 
movement. This results in eventual frustration for the 
patient and he is then in a continual istate of tension 
and anxiety while using the apparatus. (hn on/off 
switch within easy reach of the patient has been provided. 
30 that he can cut out the motor b-ttcrv circuit at will.)
6.4.4. Pouring of Electronic rack anv" retteries.
The batteries, 
section of the
batteries arc i 
to power the e 
the orthesis motor,
Photograph 6,10. shows a typical 
all the required electronics and 
and illustrates how mounting i ’
ig effected on the rear of
the wheelchair.
* m
T
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Fig. 6 .1(.. "ountirr of Electronic Fack on Rear of 
Wheelchair.
6.4.5. Operation of System 2.
I lectrode: are situated over the retraininc uri?t cxtenror 
muscles and brachii radial is. 'The signal*5 appearing at
the electrodes when these muscles arc volitionally 
contracted are fed to a nyc- lectric amplifier, and after 
amplification, are rectifieu and smoothed to obtain a D.C, 
analogue voltage of the muscle activity . ( output
signal is chen processed according to the system 
illustrated in block diagram form, in fig.6.11.
w y
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Then the myo-clectric activity reaches a predetermined 
level the switch 1J*1 ir, activated. 'The output front the 
switch ’A* i: fed to a dual input ’nor' gate. The other 
input to the 'nor' gate is derived fro^ a ricro-switch 
which is noun ted on tie hand splint. The tr.icro itc i 
is so situated that it is triccereti only when the orthesis 
is opened to its naxi^un li-it. 'hen neither of thj two 
inputs are present, the orthesis motor is commanded tc 
open, that is, A cr "icrr switch = 'orthesis open'.
VTien either of the 'nor' inputs ire present, t h e  circuitry 
interprets t.h * gate output signal as >-e. instruction 
maintain the motor ir a stationary -osition. Fhould -h,
volitional muscle activity mre.-ed • 3 >cond rr: r’,"t X' /L 
greater than the D.C. level rocuir d to trigger switch A 
a second nwitch 'B* is triggered. The orth-sis re or will 
then be cmranded to rotate in • aeh a d i r e c t i o n  as to c-o, 
the splint. The performanc o' t ■n -otor i '-rr-c
the patient hcc control cvt.r the cveed and force of the 
orthesis in the closing direction, in irruch the seune way 
thr arputoo as control over the- closing action c* 
the ryo-'lr-trie hand prosth :ij described in Chapter B.
Phen the patient requires the ; ositicn of his splint and 
therefore his hand, to rerain ii. a certain desired fixed 
position, he ireroly reduces the level of the iryo-electric 
activity in the controlling rnscles to that required to 
trigger switch 'A* only, and not "S', and thereby provide 
an input to the 'nor' gate. As explained above, thic 
results in the rotor stopping.
when the patient recuires to open his hand or release h.j 
grasp about an object, he relaxes the controlling muscle 
completely. The switch '?' in now turned off and neither 
of the two inputs are present at the 'nor' gate. The 
output of th« 'nor' gate now corwands the control circuitry 
to corn th 1'and and the rolirt opens to it' limit.
At this roirt the micro-switch is trigrsrer, providing onr 
input to the 'nor' ^atc. -he reversing action of the 
motor is now inhibited, end the orthc.sis is inactive unti 
a volitional signal i; r c ived fro, the control muscle.
6.4.6. ♦ ■c’-rnica.l Construction, of the Hand^jJ^Ur t_of
^yat- m, 2»
Th- mechanical construction of the- splint is simlltt to 
that t s c r i b e d  in the previous chapt-r, V i t h  th.- ox option 
of only one feature, - namely, th- inclusion of a m.cro
E E :E E i:B E — :
open.
Fig.6 .12. Mechanical Situation of "icro-switch 
on Crthesi? (rystcn 2).
6.4.7. Difficulties Encountered with Synter
The systo" has been designed 'or patients who generally 
have reduced activity in their control muscles and have 
a fatigue thrcsh-hold substantially lower than normal.
^he control muscle must bo able tc maintain a constant 
level of activity when th ; h'nd is being kept in a fixed 
position, and rust provide en output signal greater than 
this level when closinc the hand. Too nuc ' is really 
required from the muscle. It does not take more than 
a few minutes cf splint use for th. control muscle to 
become fatigued and therefore for the system to become 
unreliable and frustrating for the patient to use. In 
practice, at best a jerky, unsure control results. (For 
the foreaoing reasons a position-servo control svntem 
cannot oe considered as an optimum control system for hand
aolintfi for quadriplegic .)
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6.4.8. Operation of gyaterr l _
The "3 state control* cyster first described by the 
Canadian workers, Dorcas and Ccctt(7) for hand prosthesis 
control, is the basis for the operation of this systor.
(c.f. Chapter ».5.) . Th y used the biceps for control 
of a prosthesis in the following way. T hen the control 
iruscle was relaxed the prosthesis reraincd inactive. At 
a certain predeterrincd level of ryo-electric activitv, 
the prosthesis opened. At a second predeterrined level cf
ryo-elcctric activity, the prosthesis closed. Their 
systerr has been irodified to suit the recuirerents of a myo­
electric hand splint control. Such splints have keen 
used with success ry a nurfcer of our patients.
The muscles available, i.e. extensor carpi radialis and/or 
brachii radialis prcvi cd the controlling signal. The 
electrodes are situated over tr.so muscles and the signals 
ronitoreu are fed to the differential-input first stage 
of the ryo-electric arrlifier. Smoothing and rectifying 
then follow? and a D.C. signal proportional to the muscle 
activity is obtained.
The output sicnal is graded into three ranges which nay 
cr- rav not he eoual depending on the cuality of tl g patient.? 
control signal. (fee fir.6.13.) -f the -yc-olcctric
activity i? such that the output signal falls into the 
ranre 0-A, the orthesis «otor remains stationery. ”hen 
the controllinr ru-cle r imal ir such that the D.C. signal 
cutout falls in the ran-e A-i, the crthesir rotor rotates in 
each n renncr as to close t* e hand. 'lea the cutout signal 
falls in the ranee r-c, the erf -.esls rotor rotates in the 
cpooflite direction openinv t e hand.
FORWARD r -r N 4 O F F
i 1
♦ • • • —- t - T - r r v r  - "< - ' -Trri
; #
REVERSE )p. CL 17 ’ ON, O
S ' / //1
c - 8  :
MYO-POTENTIAL OUTPUT
Fig.6.13. Table representing operation of 3 State 
System (after Dorca^ and Scott).
.9. Details of Ilectronic Circuitry.
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Fig.6 .14. Block Diagram of System 3.
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The above figure illustrates in block diagram form the 
system operation. The myr-elcctric amplifier is the same 
as used in systems 1 and 2 (Chapter 5.3.1.1 as is the 
smoothing and rectifying circuit. The three level 
discriminator consists of a modified fchmitt Trigger 
(Chapter 4.5.) (Fig.o.15.).
Fig.6 .15. Modified fchmitt "rigger.
When the output of the rectifier and smoother reaches 
a level that permits enough base current to flow into 
T,, such that the current flowing through the collector 
of T,, and through the collector-emitter of T3. is 
sufficient to close Rolay 3, the motor is connected n 
such a way as to close the splinted fingers hen th ■
input level exceeds a certain preset lev- 1
I IE
tvTo variable resistor-, F.
6.4.10. Practical Assessment of System
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Systcr 3 has been found to work very well and has 
consequently been used extensively in the control systems 
of the cuadruplegic patients treated. The success of the 
systems t"ay be attributed to the fact that the patient is 
required to provide a signal only at the time at which he 
wishes to change the position of hid fingers. Fc does 
not have to maintain a constant level of muscle activity 
(as required in system 2), to maintain a desired finger 
position. Also, the system is relatively insensitive to 
transient signals cauned by r"ains interference (resulting 
from switchinc on or switching off of electrical appliances 
in the immediate proximity of the pickup electrodes) . The 
transient sicnal miaht cause a slight momentary rotation of 
the orthesis motor but the control is not affected as 
system 1 would be.
6.4.11. Other Control fystems.
In cas«_s where there is ’"crc than one control muscle 
available as in quadruplegica who have lesions at levels 
of c , / c 7 , it is possible to Simplify the control system 
quite considerably. The combined extensor carpi radialis 
and brachii radialis muscle crou. are no longer required 
to provide all the orthesis control information, and 
conseeucntlv, it is not necessary to resort to sequential 
movement selection or 3-stato ryo-clcctricnl switch 
systems as described above. 'he muscles from which the 
second control signal i- derived, must be anatomically 
remote from th. first muscle croup, that is, from tie 
combi:ted extensor carpi radialis and brachi radialis.
If the two muscle croups are too near to each other, 
•cross-talk- or •overlapping' between the two contro 
signal, may occur through the skin. T h u  results in
-'liable and unpredictable orthesis behaviour.inr
2 L r o r L s t J < ® ,Phadego=d£wrist extensors and flexors.
The pick-up elect* vrere placed over these two muscles, and
when the patient reeuirec to open the hand splint, he merely 
extended hi'' wrist or produced an isometric contraction of hi 
wrist e xtensor-. ''’hen wi rhino to close the hand srlin' , a 
correspondinp -tt conditions were volitionally generated 
in the wrist flexors. L:cause t' « ziat extensors and 
flexors are psychologically asmciatod wit: nor- r 1 hand r nnin 
and closing, the patient ox-eri« need little difficulty in 
learning how to operate hi:- orthesio. As wrist extensors 
and flexors were both present, external stabilisation of 
the wrist as previously described was not at all necessary.
Zc accommodate this extra degree of freedom, that of wrist 
extension and flexion, the splint was made to extend only 
ever the ’ .c . and T.r. joints, thus leaving the wrist joint 
free. f ’dead zone" is inherent in the electronic motor 
control circuitry. ^his 'dead zone' nermits myc-pctential 
activity of intensities below a certain level to be ianored 
by the control circuitry. The -\atient nay therefore c-rry 
out olicrht 1 rirt -ox erentr dthout trim<~erinc the control 
circuitry, hut has to limit his wrist nctivif/ in order to 
-nirt-in complete control over the orthesls. The 
electronic -voter is illustrated in fiv.6.16. and is similar 
in all respects to th system, de cri'ef in rhooter
The second patient fitted with » f«,l -ye-ccntroi "'/stem 
used cremator teres the muscle controlling crthesis 
elosinm. 1 rtensor carol raiialts and brachi radialrc are
used to control ortfc sis coenino. In thi cose it « «  
necessary to re-educate the pronator teres no that tne
E € " f E = E = :H r -
1  i s
the circuitry in fig.C.16•
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6*5. <~enerjU difficulties Experienced with All Fystems.
1. 7ho si nals used for orthesis control & re extremelv 
weak and consequently an e^trerely tiqh rain amplifier is 
recuired to provide a level of signal suitable for 
processing hy the -otor control circuitr . amplification
thefactors of up to 10 need to he emr Icyed. ecause of 
high uutout impedance of the signal source, and its 
consequent susceptibility to mains interference, the first 
stage differential amplifier must possess good common 
mode rejection. "his can best be achieved by carefully 
selecting and matching the transistors used in the input 
stage (fi t.5.2 .) . ) vcn then, one cannot be sure that the
common mode rejection will be adequate to balance cut 
interference. 5tray capacitances, u«shielded leads, or 
leads of different lengths can also contribute to the 
deterioration of common mode rejection. ^he pr vU»m can 
best be overcome by including a filter with maxircr 
rejection at 5^cos. n he filter employed is r. 'parallel-m1 
type similar to that er rloved ir the Mv'O-electric 
Prosthesis circuitry. (In the case of tue hand 
prosthesis the filter was not absolutely necessary but 
was added as a sophistication so that very intense 
electrical interference did not impede the relia ility of 
the prosthesis action. In the orthotic control systems 
the filter becomes nuite necessary because the myc-control 
sio/tal is so weak, and the control rclial ility vould be 
severely impeded if it was not included.)
2. The orLhesis motor generates a large mount of high 
frequency noise when operating due to the commutation of 
the brushes on the rotor. ft high amplificatio., 
sensitivity, the rotor noise interference becomes so grea. 
that it can no longer be tolerated by the system and is 
interpreted as part of the control signal. 'S t e mo o 
ages the noise increases progressively to a point where
r z n r r r s r
his apparatus with confidence.
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Fortunately, the noise generated by the rotor consists 
of high frequency spikes - the motor rotates at ±18..0C0rpm. 
The noise frequency is therefore much higher than the 
maximum myo-eiectric signal information carrying frequencies, 
and it (the noise) can conveniently by excluded without any 
loss of myo-signal by desensitising the amplifiers at high 
frequencies. The feedback capacities in the common 
emitter amplifier stages (fig,5.4.) were adjusted in an 
attempt to reduce the high frequency gain. This was 
partially successful but the high frequencies were not 
attenuated at a fast enough rate. The problem of motor 
noise interference was finally overcome by employing 
another filter. "he filter was required to cut off 
sharply at about 750-1,OOOcps., and thus eliminate any 
interference satisfactorily.
Low pass filters are easily constructed using inductors 
and capacitors of various values in a number of circuit 
configurations. The winding of inductors is rather 
tedious, and the calculations for their design can be 
time consuming; their bulk and weight are usually 
inhibitive for low freouency filter applications. For 
these reasons, it was decided to use an active filter.
The type of active filter used is of the Rauch type 
(fig.6.18.) and the capacitors used are so relecte, to
necessary in the orthesis control
Rauch tLow-ra?s Filter
/
r
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3. The problem of providing power for the control 
electronics and motor was overcome by using three 6 volt 
motor cycle batteries, housed in a container mounted in 
the rear cf the patient's wheelchair. (See photograph 
6.10.) The sarv? container provides a housing for the 
electronic unit, and the on/orf switches and sensitivity 
control are mounted on the front panel of the container. 
Recharging of the batteries is effected by using a 
commercially available battery charger, and charging is 
required normally only once every month.
4. T'he electrodes that are used to monitor the ^yo- 
potentials are made out of stainless steel rod 
approximately ^/2 " diameter. The electrodes are 
then mounted on a stirf plastic separator which is 
strapped about the muscle being monitored. Unfortunately 
it i s found that the electrodes tend to slip off the 
muscle, resulting ir a diminished myo-poter.tial and 
consequent unreliable orthesis control. Commercially,
a number of electrodes are available. These nig^t help 
to overcome the problem of electrode movement, but they 
would also result in increased operating cost. In order 
overcome the electrode problem it ^ight become 
necessary eventually to use implanted percutaneous 
elec- rodes, or, to minimise the risk of infection, to 
use endoradiosonde type electrodes transmitting myo- 
potentials to an external radio receiver. Plso, it has 
been suggested that 'skin pockets' be made for the 
patient, using suitable plastic surgery techniques, in 
order to keep the electrodes in position.
5. The motor and gearbox used to power the splints
have been found to be underpowered at their rated operatm 
points. Even when the motor ratings were substantially 
exceeded to an extent that reduced the useful motor life 
drastically, the splint speed and grip were not adequate. 
It is this pr blem that must be overcome before success 
can really be claimed in orthesis operation. A g 
motor must be used to provide the necessary requiremen
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of speed and torque. This means that the motor will no 
longer be situated on the splint itself but will perhaps 
be mounted on the patient’s wheelchair. Power to the 
spl’ h will be conducted via a Bowden cable system.
6.1 Patient Training.
After the patients have been fitted with their splints 
and are able to control them satisfactorily, the patients 
are referred to the Occupational Therapy Department for 
further training. Here, a training programme has been 
especially devised for quadruplegic patients and they 
are encouraged to take part in activities designed to 
improve dexterity and proficiency in splint control. The 
patients are taught the basic writing natter: s and 
practice results in a neat and legible script. "riting 
takes much of the patients' time because any realistic 
rehabilitation programme must take into account the 
fact that the patient is confined to a wheelchair, and 
can only undertake 1 Lcrht sedentary work. *• ost clerical 
jobs could be attempted by the quadruplegic and a 
minimum requirement of such work would be the ability to 
write. Figure 6.20and figure 6.22 shov patients engagac
in writing and dexterity activities respectively. t 
sample of a patient’s writing is illustrated in figure 6.21.
F i g . 6 .20. patient "riting with " y o - E l e c t r i c  ranfl Splint.
Pig. 6.22. Patient practising dexterity exercise
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I 3
Fig.6.23. A toest to a brighter future.
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C! rpl - R 7.
Che appliances developed and presented in Chapters 5 and 
C , have by no means reached the final stares of developrent, 
"’here are a number of i^rrove^ ^ nts 'hicl:, can be f ade to 
the prosthese-' and ortl ese*.
7.1. rosslble Improvements to the yc-electric 1 and 
hrostheses as ^resente-7! in Chapter 5.
7.1.1. Pre-thesis to Tatient Feed ac'.
As has been stressed in section 2,3., the concept o- 
prosthesis to patient feedback is a rest irportant one. 
core reans c f Icno1 ire "hat the prosthesis output i-* # r us v 
be available to the oatient. "he -ottomley band (Chanter 
4.3.) does attempt to accor lir’ t. is y re latino tv.e 
velocitv and fcrcc outrut of the prosthesis to the volitional 
e.^.o. out-ut fror the controlling -u-cle'.
in the syetev described in Carter S, although speed end 
force output arc related to the oyo-electric sipnal output, 
unlike the otto-1 / : an ’, t ere i' no feed'ack to the 
patient. 7fter a ti e no-'ever, the patient does learn what 
the effect cf t h ; various level- o' volitional oye- 
potential that he can elicit '.ill be. !e will know, for 
instance, what o-icoino force corresponds to t at 
particular .ruse- tension he is exertino. In the oyo- 
electric prcsth.sc, as is the case with other -' incs o
use the prosthesis effectively.
\\
lie
to see if- this idea could La put into practice.
A strain-raur-e was rounted on a piece of copper sheeting 
moulded around the finger of an experimental prosthesis.
The strain-gauge output 'as influenced by the deformation 
of the sheet caused by pressure on the finger tip. r'he 
oressure si-ral so obtained, vas used to modulate a simple 
scuare wave con orator. The generator outnut pulses wore 
fed to tvo electrodes attached to the arm, thereby 
providing a method cr feedback by causing a mild stimulus 
at t' ci electrode :;ites. fs the pressure on the finger 
increased, the amplitude- of the pulses at the two 
electrodes increased proportionately, causing the intensity 
of the electrical stimulus to increase. The alectrcnic 
circuitry required to achieve this direct type of feedback 
is rather bulky and therefore cannot be included in a 
practical prosthesis system at present. The results ’-'ere 
promising and it is felt that this is one method of direct 
prosthesis patient feedback that should be further 
investigated. >n immediate application is for sufferers 
of leprosy who have lost all sensation in the finaers.
7 ,1.2 . rneed of ^peraticnof Trosthesis.
-he snecd of operation of the urosthssis is not vet fast
HlS
7.1.3. Thr -eight pattcric^.
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too ctmbersor.e for an adult, but it is felt that the pack 
is rather heavy for children to carry. As sugcested in 
Chapter 5.3.8., a set of smaller batteries might be used, 
although this would entail having to change the batteries 
more than once daily. Until batteries with a better 
energy density have been developed, this would seen to 
Le the only practical solution.
7,1,4. Prosthesis Fitting.
yet ruch experience has been reined in t ie country in 
usin^ the ' unster technique (Chapter 5.3.6.) Consequently, 
difficulty has been eypavier.cec in obtainir' ccrrcct 
socket-oturn fittincs. however, as the ryo-electric 
tvpe of prosthesis becomes i^ ore popular, local lirr-fitting 
will no doubt V  prove, and it is merely a ratter of time 
before the correct techniques are learnt. special 
machinery to facilitate plajtlc pouriny for the fabrication 
of tho sockets is to he installed in a proposed upper 
limb prosthetics unit in Pretoria.
7,2. A Climpse into the Future.
7.2.1. ulti-channel Control.
■
associated with these advanced prostheses.
7.2.2. ■-•■vrid fysters.
in Chapter 4.5. the nyo-elcctric control system of
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Dorcas and '"cott is discussed and attention is drawn to 
the fact that a hybrid system is employed, in the sense 
that both myo-electric control and shoulder harness 
control are used. Normally the patient would not have 
been able to operate both the elbow prosthesis and the 
hand prosthesis simultaneously; he lit however, able to 
do this with the hybrid control system.
The above-elbow amputee is an ideal candidate for a hybrid 
type control. Kr normally has both biceps and triceps 
muscle groups available for hand prosthesis control and 
can inspan a shoulder harness for elbow control, or vice 
versa. This could form, the basis for an interesting 
investigation, and it is planned to develop such hybrid 
systems when the opportunity arises.
A hybrid system could be employed to provide proaation 
and sucination as well as fInner extension and flexion^ 
in a myo-electric prosthesis for ~id-£oraarr. amputees. 
Fincer extension and flexion are effected in the usual 
way (myo-electrically) and the mechanical movement of 
the amputation stump may la used to trigger two micro­
switches mounted in the socket. Usually the amputee 
docs retain some measure of pronation and supination 
and this could be used to provide the necessary centre
signals.
7.3.1. Speed of Operation.
iilliii1
convenient part of the wheelchair. Power should then be 
transmitted to the prosthesis via a Bowden cable system-.
7.3.2. Difficulties of Fitting Band-splints.
Each patient is individually fitted by the orthotist to 
ensure a crocd fit. It would be extremely convenient if 
a splint that had standard component parts in various 
sizes trade to fit different size hands,could be developed. 
The orthotist could then assemble the hand splint from 
standard components available 'off the shelf1. Also, 
the orthesis is made of stainless steel and patients 
feel the metal parts on their hands draw added attention 
to themselves, and thus are a source of embarassnent.
This could be overcome by rakinc the component splint 
parts out of a transparent plastic. The use or plastics 
too, mieht facilitate fabrication of the splint if it 
could be moulded directly on the patients' hands.
7.3.3. Electrodes.
suggested in Chapter 6.5.4. 
possibility of Ufing percuta 
should also be considered, a 
that the best solution lies.
7,4. General Remarks on
T---— t » Unit for cuadruplecicr.
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Vithout good physiotherapy, the patient’s muscles can 
never be of a quality to control an orthesis. without 
occupational therapy, all the engineer's work will be of 
no avail - the patient must be taught how to use his 
splint effectively. He must be made to realise that the 
splint is a part of himself, to be used all the time if 
maximum benefit from the appliance is to be gain 3d.
hood nursinc and medical attention is necessary to ensure 
that the patient's health is maintained in spite of his 
general weak condition. The patient's mental health is 
another problem of concern. The frustration and 
depression that accompanies miadrunlenia cannot be 
imagined, and it is the psychologist who has the mo.it 
difficult task of all - that of persuading the patient 
that he can still be a productive member of society in 
spite of his condition. The patient's parents and family 
too have to be educated as far as the needs, both rental 
and physical, of the patient are concerned.
From the foregoing, it is seen that teamwork is extremely 
necessary and important in any rehabilitation project cor 
quadruplegics. (These remarks apply to amputees and in 
fact all disabled people to a certain degree.) Doctor, 
osychologiet, nurse, physiotherapist, orthotist, systems 
engineer, and occupational therapist all have vital parts 
to play in this team. It is only through this concertec 
interdisciplinary co-oporaticn that worthwhile results can
REFERENCES - CHAPTER 7.
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/
AUTOCFNIC DACXLAF'' HENT PA TOP O^l PAT I OF.
Vp
BACKLASH GENERATOR.
BBume R = P. = then if the input voltage to the 
a d c
ircuit is -9V then VRC = -3 Volts, VRb = -6 Volts and
R = -9 Volts.
ue to erritt.r follower action Tle is also at -3 volts.
2 remains off as V, 2b is less than VR2e. Current
lows into capacitor V via and it charges up to -3 volts
low assuming t h -  th, x rut voltage goes to -6 volts, the
roltcge at Sc will then be -2 volts. This is more
positive than the voltage at 6 and consequently ^  will
:urn off.
Ls still at -3 volts.
T2 still remains in the off state and the output
Lnally let ». assume that the input voltage goes to
volts. Vpc - -1 volt, vRb
-2 volts and VRc * -3
.Its. 3y the same reasoning as in previously T, remains 
:f. However, since - -2 volts and is greater than
,e voltage at B, T, will switch on and the capacitor will
Lacharoe to VD. through ^2 *
It is clearly seen that the degree of backlash is 
determined by the value of resistor For a more
accurate analysis drops of the transistors must be
considered.
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APPENDIX B.
»'YQ-FI<rCTFIC SIGNAL AMPLIFIED FFECUFNCV RESPONSE.
Graph 1 . Mvo-electric sional amplifier frequency response 
of the amplifier used in the hand prosthesis.
rraph 2 . Myo-electric signal amplifier frequency response 
of the amplifier used in the hanc orthesis.
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AP? 11 ID IX C.
TWIN T FILTER VITH MAXIMUM REJECTION AT 50 C.P.S.
To analyse the twin T circuit above the equivalent 'star' 
circuits above are transferred tc their corresponding 
'delta* circuits as follows.
(a)
Fi (k + 52 + q x 2'
2ri - r i
3xT
= - 2j%2
i
Ccnsiderinr the twc delta circuits in parall^l:-
IZZT3 1---° °"r
z -' i ™ i  '•
z.
and 2,
T f T l f
ziz11'2 2 
T
I
■
T
1
The rejection of the e W a l  tocotr^infinato vhen Z, 
becomes infinite, i.e- v!ltn ‘1 + Zi C
The transrisf icn factor L* defined as
at max. rejection I.
therefore 2, can he neglected vith respect tc 7^
,1 „ n  ,i + , u
“i "t * *
?2 + "2 =1 =1
11 www*^p» O'1 n 3
iear balance i.e. n?ar ay. rejection + :2 
ind it is expected that this ter- will influence -'cst
it this point.
Let zl + =1" - p
therefore & * 2R, - + (”2jXl " ^L-'
TT"
at balance
2r, - x* * M i l  - 
^  2
o
For a raxiirur slope twin r. circuit
f 2 - "X1 = Ri
2 *T~
i.e. * 2R2 =
n v
and X, = 1 = 1
2 * r —  -  n —
1.0. X1 - 2X2* R1
therefore F1 « 2F2 and C2 = 2Cj
Considsrinc fc = 50 cps. 
choosing = .05 u f
c2 * 0 .1/if
• •
xi ' d -
r- so x 6.cb':r~n~5 o h ""3
10v ohra.
n r
10" « 64 r.-ohve.
64 K-ohra.
end ”, - J2
mtmwmim
¥
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PREHENSION MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS.
Graph 3. Motor speed versus armature voltage,.
Graph 4, Motor torrue output versus armature current.
Graph s. vyo-olectric signal output versus motor speed.
Graph 6. '<yo-electric signal output versus rotor torpua.
prom graph 5 it in seen that ne.xir.u-. speed is obtainable
at a rye-electric voltage output of .46 volts t.u.r .
■ axirum torque is available at approximately three t ree
..mi *■ n.-ifa airclifier stage.
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F.
L0T' PPSf ACTIVE FILTER OFFICE* AE UGFD IN 
___________ TEE QT THEEIT AMPLIFIFEE .__________
A third order Chebishev filter with a - 3 dB ripple is 
used in the amplifier to exclude the effect of high 
frequency noise generated by the or thesis rrotor.
(c.f. Chapter 6). A table of capacitor values 
normalised with respect to resistor choice has been 
published by Foster (1965) for use in a P.auch filter
configuration.
'/f
panrn TYPE FILTFP.
The relationship between P and Cn (where n - 1.2 —  "• 
depending on the order of the filter) is
c_
x—  where w Cut off frequency.
Choosing R -Wk/u and choosing the c Jttoff freouency to 
be at 400 c.p.s. then
w » 2 IT f = 2ii.400
« 2500 radians/sec.
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TABLE VI
Noemalizkd CAfAaro* Values rot ±3 uB RirrLt Che*yshfv fiLiL*
s C, C, C, C. C‘ c. C, f. C,
1 1 00238 I 1
2 4.6SW 0.30365 ______ 1_____ -
3 6.81594 9.87459 0.11858 ! -
4 17 61184 0 06287 7.29501 0.69946
3 11 29701 27.22941 0 03913 10.44517 0.25395 ..
A 39 23620 0.02669 14 36163 0.13344 10.51340 1.07107 _____
7 15 83205 53.14343 0 01044 19.02057 0 08387 13.16263 0.37195
S 69.51525 0.01477 24 41049 0.05823 16 31038 0.19106 13 82731 1.43794
9 20.37988 | 87 55034 j 0.01165 1 30.32752 0.04312 19 92561. . .j
C.11869 16.24343 0.48615
rCPJALISFD CAPACITOR VALUES FOR - 3dB RIPPLE CFEEYSKEV 
 ------  FILTPP.
For a third order filter (r=3) the values of Cv  C2 and
C3 from the above table are
6.81594 = 6.81594
C1 " ^ C  2500 x 10^
6'S159t = e273nf.
2.5 x 1C7 '
C. = _?.275 - .394^.
 2 ----- — 7
2.5 x 1C
an<? C . 1186c e   7
3 2.5 x 10
,0474jtt£.
operated aatiafaetorlly (Graph 2, Appendix O .
BFFEPt-UCFi Foster Edward J. (l''i>5)
"Active Low Pass Filter DeFxqn
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APPENDIX F.
RELATIVE RUNNING CO£Tr OF PNEUMATICALLY AND 
________ ELECTRICALLY PQITERTD PROPTHFSEE,______
AiS?ur' ir.‘ that one 11 ^ • cv 1 inder of CO2 gas is use<? d.a.llT^ 
for powering the pneumatic orosthesi-, the daily cost of 
filling the cylinder is 50 cents. The average yearly cost 
is then at least RICO. The yearly cost of battery 
recharging is rinimal and is hardly noticeable on a normal 
monthly electricity bill.
It is necessary to replace the storage batteries cnce 
•/early at a cost of approximately P3C. Thic: ir -^till 
»rUCh less than the cost associated wit’, the pneumatic 
system. The initial cost c* the pneumatic cylinder ir 
high, each cylinder costing about P9.0C excluding the 
regulator rocuired to reduce the stored gas pressure fro 
+ looclbs/sq. inch to a working pressure of 801bs/sc- 
inch. The total cost of one cylinder plus regulator ir
R22.50.
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